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This delicate and complicated task can only be successfully discharged on certain
conditions, first and foremost among which we place the thorough and systematic preparation
of the Conference itself. The German delegation proposed - and this proposal was seconded
by the Italian delegation - that the Preparatory Commission should ask the various
Governments, with this object in view, to furnish detailed particulars of the present position
of their armaments. The Commission welcomed the spirit in which this suggestion was
made, but felt that certain correctives must be supplied. In the first place, it held that, as
the preparation of the Conference was a matter for the Council of the League, it was for
the Council to take the necessary steps to that end. It also regarded the German proposal
as too restricted. Indeed, the preliminary work of study and investigation which will
have to be done cannot be limited to scheduling existing armaments. It will have to cover
every factor, technical or otherwise, which may help to inform the Conference, and to
justify such concrete proposals as the Governments may lay before it.

"The Commission further decided to ask the Council of the League to fix the date
of the Conference at its next session. The German delegation, with reference to the
resolution adopted by the Council on December 8th, 1926, had proposed that a definite date
(Thursday, November 5th, 1931) should be recommended. The Commission felt that it
would be exceeding its sphere by doing this. It is, of course, anxious that the utmost
despatch compatible with practical necessities should be employed, but it took the view
that the Council, with which it rests to fix the date, was the only authority qualified to
weigh the various factors that must be taken into consideration.

" While the final result depends in part on the preparatory work that has still to be
done, it also depends, in large measure, on the atmosphere that will prevail during the
subsequent proceedings. In such a matter mutual confidence among peoples is an essential
condition of progress. It is our hope that that mutual confidence will be strengthened,
and will enable the aim to which our efforts have been directed to be completely attained."

DECLARATIONS.

At the Commission's last meeting, on December 9th, 1930, declarations were made by
fifteen delegates. In accordance with the decision taken by the Commission, the Minutes
of this meeting were communicated to all Governments for their information.

A summary of each of these declarations, in the order in which they were made, is given
below. They reflect the views of the delegations on the Commission's work, the scope of the
draft Convention, the task of the coming General Disarmament Conference, and the future of
the work of disarmament.

M. Lounatcharsky (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) first declared that the attitude
of the Soviet delegation to the draft Convention was definitely negative. He pointed out that
during the work of the Preparatory Commission his delegation had constantly endeavoured
"to achieve really effective measures in the matter of the reduction of all kinds of armaments ",
while, at the same time, opposing any " attempts to make disarmament contingent on security ",
and that it was prepared to agree to the abolition of armaments or their reduction to the
absolute minimum. M. Lounatcharsky also pointed out that, in rejecting the draft Conventions
successively submitted by the Soviet delegation, the Commission had rejected " the only
guarantee of peace".

He added that the Soviet delegation had nevertheless continued its collaboration because
it was unwilling to afford anyone a pretext for attributing " the manifest lack of success of the
Commission's work " to its absence, and because it hoped that by making concrete proposals
it would do something " towards bringing this draft nearer to the conception which must
underlie any draft Convention for the reduction of armaments". He added :

"Unhappily the overwhelming majority of the Preparatory Conmmission, by
systematically rejecting the Soviet motions and following the line of least resistance,
deprived the Commission's draft, from which all figures had already been omitted, of all
real meaning, using the draft to mask and justify the maintenance and increase of existing
armaments ".

M. Lounatcharsky then explained in detail his delegation's principal and most general
objections to the draft Convention. These objections referred chiefly to the absence of a
"' clear and definite statement that existing armaments must be appreciably reduced "; to
the method of limiting effectives and land and air armaments; to certain aspects of the limitation
of naval material ; to the execution of the Convention being entrusted to an organ of -the League
of Nations ; to the reference to the Disarmament Conference of the article in the draft Convention
specifying the conditions laid down by Estonia, Finland, Latvia, Poland and Roumania for
their accession to the Convention.

M. Politis (Greece) sought to show that the work of disarmament was alike bold in the
extreme and an urgent necessity. It was: bold because what it required was that States should
" by contract, renounce part of their own guarantees of security, although the international
community has not yet given them -the fullest measure of collective guarantees'.

The conditions of 'the world were such that they should not hesitate to attempt this
experiment, both by reason of the solemn promise given to the peoples and also because it
was a practical necessity. If nothing were attempted in this direction, he added, "there
was bound to be a repetition of the competition in armaments which took place at, the beginning
of this century, and another war, which would destroy civilisation for ever ".
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Viscount Cecil of Chelwood (British Empire) first pointed out that the majority of thecriticisms levied against the draft Convention were, in his opinion, based on an erroneous
conception of the Commission's task. It was not the Commission's function to draft adisarmament convention, but merely to construct the framework. In his view, it was possibleto fit into the framework of this draft a really effective step towards the realisation of theideal of complete disarmament.

He endeavoured to prove this statement by analysing the principal points of the Convention.
He addedl

"One of the most valuable features in our scheme is that it expressly contemplatesthat there is to be no finality ; that the first Conference and the first advance are only to
be the prelude to greater advances later on ; that we are to have a revision every five orten years of everything that we do, so that, even if our first advance should bedisappointing - and I have not given up hope that it will be the very reverse - then
five or ten years afterwards we can advance still further.

" We have created, or proposed to create, in the Permanent Disarmament Commission,
a piece of machinery which I believe to be of the most enormous value to the cause ofdisarmament. For the first time, we are going to bring into existence, if our proposals
are adopted, an international organ of disarmament whose duty it will be to watch overthe gradual, or let us hope, the rapid, progress of disarmament ; because I believe, once
we have started on this line, the pressure to go on and to proceed with vigour will become
enormous."

Mr. Gibson (United States of America) said he was happy to note that friendly relations
had always existed between the members of the Commission despite their conflicting viewsand theories. He added 

"I have throughout been sensible of the very real difficulties under which many
members of this Commission have laboured. Overshadowing our discussions, though
seldom spoken of, have been the anxieties and worries that have arisen from the special
preoccupations felt by numerous Governments for their national security."

Te United States delegate went on to say that the draft Convention fell short of thehopes and expectations of the American delegation. In his own words:

" It fails to cort in many factors in which we have always believed and which in
our opinion would lecd to a real reduction of armaments. What we have achieved does
not hold out the promise of bringing about that immediate reduction of armaments we
would like to see. Make no mistake, it is not my purpose to belittle what we have done.
We can at least foresee a stabilisation of armaments, the setting-up of machinery to
receive and disseminate information on armaments, to educate public opinion and to
prepare systematically for the work of future conferences, as successive milestones in the.
continuing process of disarmament. If these things can be achieved by the coming
Conference, and from present indications I think we are justified in assuming that they
can be achieved, we shall have a situation obviously better than we have at present.

" We are all in agreement that an immense amount of preparatory work remains
to be done before the meeting of the General Conference. The technical preparation
for that Conference is in all conscience great enough, but a more difficult and more
responsible task lies ahead of all our Governments in informing public opinion as to the
facts, as to the difficulties, and as to the possible measures which may, with mutual
concession, help us toward the goal we all desire to reach. This end can be served only
by stating our achievements and our difficulties with moderation."

Count Bernstorff (Germany) after reminding the Commission that the German delegation
had been obliged to reject the draft Convention, which, in its opinion, was " full of the most
serious and fundamental defects and omissions ", emphasised the importance of the coming
Conference:

" The Conference will afford the very last opportunity of achieving the final goal
of disarmament, for which the German Government will work ceaselessly and with all
its strength, as it has done hitherto. The Conference will be faced with an historic task ;it will have to approach the problem in an entirely different way from that chosen hitherto
and so achieve the ideal - the true security of peace. It cannot succeed, however, unless
it feels itself supported and urged on by public opinion throughout the world.

" It is therefore to the peoples that I now address a last and most urgent appeal.
I ask them to do their utmost to get their Governments to realise the magnitude of their
task, and to see that they do not shrink from it. The peoples must not for a moment
lose sight of the great dangers which might arise if, in the end, the work of disarmament
failed."

MA. Sato (Japan), after emphasising the importance of American co-operation in the
Coimmission's work, said that the first stage of disarmament would probably be a modestone:

" No great work can be carried out at one step. If we tried to do so, we shouldencounter immense difficulties, and might even risk causing the failure of the Conference.
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My Government, therefore, has always favoured moderate courses and steady but gradual
progress."

He added:

" I earnestly hope that the representatives whom the Governments send to the
Conference will all be armed with full powers to sign the future Convention; otherwise
public opinion would be deeply disappointed, and that would be most regrettable. We
must therefore do our utmost to bring about this result."

M. Massigli (France) first of all defined the Commission's task:

"We were faced with a grave problem which had been probed for many years and
yet, in some respects, was new. At every step, unexpected difficulties arose and our duty,
therefore, was not to recommend to the Governments one of those futile manifestations
which leave behind them nothing but a memory of disappointment in the minds of the
peoples - our duty (and we have fulfilled it) was to state the bases on which, after
conscientious and laborious enquiry, we consider it possible at the present time to establish
a general treaty for the limitation of armaments."

He reminded the Commission that the unanimous decisions of successive Assemblies
had framed a League doctrine in the matter of disarmament, and that the first Conference
would only be able to take a first step.

" It is this first step that the Governments are now asked to take. When they come
to the Conference they will bring with them facts, proposals, justifications.

" On this point, the Governments must ask themselves - and, if they were likely
to forget, public opinion in the different countries would remind them - what
progress has been made in the organisation of security; or, if you prefer the phrase
used by our Rapporteurs, who regard things from the psychological point of view,
let us say the progress made in the growth of confidence since our Commission started
its work.

" What has been done with the drafts prepared by the Arbitration and Security
Committee ? What has been done to promote the conclusion of regional agreements,
whether for the purpose of preventing or of penalising war ? What has been done in
the field of arbitrat iion ? ha is the position as regards accessions to the General Act ?

" All these are questions which the Governments will have to ponder before the
Conference is held, and the solutions which have been found for them, or which will be
found for them in the coming months, will determine how great the first step to be taken
will be."

Referring toh the words formerly spoken by M Politis in regard to the important advance
represented by the transfer of the problem of national armaments to the field of international
law, he added:

" That is the essential truth which Governments imbued with the will to peace, or,
to speak more simply, Governments animated by goodwill - it amounts to the same
thing - must have the courage to proclaim, even though to do so they have to withstand
the pressure of public opinion ; and assuredly it may prove far from easy to bring public
opinion back to the right path when once it has been allowed to stray from it. Yet if
there is a firm resolve, public opinion can easily be enlightened while there is still time."

M. Morfoff (Bulgaria), while recognising that very useful work had been done, pointed
out that the Commission's work left his country in a " state of flagrant insecurity :

"Bulgaria remains open to all comers, by land, by sea and by air, for her reduced
army, although it is very expensive and is a heavy charge upon her financial situation,
is hardly sufficient for local duties.

"We hope that the experts and the future Permanent Disarmament Commission
will be given a chance of finding a practical solution which, while creating no dangers
for any party concerned, will put an end to our state of insecurity."

M. Antoniade (Roumania) said that he did not share the pessimism of certain persons.
In his view an important step had been made. He pointed out that the League's doctrine in
the matter of disarmament established an indissoluble connection and interdependence
between disarmament and security:

" Whetln the time comes to fill in the framework we have prepared, the state of
general and regional security will dletermine the limitations which can be agreed to.

" The Roumanian delegation hopes that, between now and the meeting of the
forthcoming Conference, certain facts, tendencies and manifestations liable to diminish
security will have disappeared, and that general and regional security will have made
sufficient progress to permit of an important first step being taken."

M. Westman (Sweden) defined the attitude of his Government towards the draft Convention
and the future work of disarmnament:

" The Swedish delegation is among those which have made no express reservations
to the provisions vated by the majority. It did not feel called upon to make reservations,
although the proposals which it put forward or which it supported with regard to certain
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vital points in the Convention did not meet with the approval of the majority, in order
that the differences of opinion which have been manifested in our Commission should
not be still further accentuated ; and it made a point of refraining from any action which
might exercise an unfavourable influence on the heavy and diflicult work of disarmament
undertaken by the League of Nations.

" This attitude has not involved, and cannot involve, any renunciation on the part
of the Swedish Government of the opinions which it has stated since the outset of our
work, through the members of its delegation and in the best interests of disarmament.
My Government therefore emphasises its right, in the course of the subsequent proceedings,
to take any action and to support any proposal likely to make the International
Disarmament Convention as effective and as just as possible."

M. Markovitch (Yugoslavia) expressed the opinion that from the technical standpoint
the draft Convention afforded " a well-defined and well-considered framework ". As regarded
the political aspect, he reminded the Commission that the work of disarmament was to be
carried out " within the framework of the international organisation created by the Covenant ",
and emphasised the interdependence of all the articles of the of Covenant, which formed an
indivisible whole:

" This correlation between the methods for -the reduction and limitation of armaments
and the political factors of the problem, the absolute observance of the Covenant and the
faithful execution of all the obligations contained therein in short, the degree of national
and international security - should have found a place in the draft Convention.

The omission from the Convention itself of any special rule regarding the
interdependence between disarmament and security in no way modifies the actual problem,
and does not imply any weakening of the value of the Assembly's formal resolutions or
any relinquishment on our part of the principles on which disarmament must be based."

General Kasprzycki (Poland) stressed the necessity of proceeding by stages and of coping
with a form of propaganda which sought to detract from the value of the work already done.
In his opinion, the draft Convention provided " a sound basis and framework ". After
endorsing the views expressed by several delegations in regard to security in connection with
disarmament and the interdependence of the various articles of the Covenant, General
Kasprzycki stated that, in his view, there were three aspects of the problem of security -
namely: Guarantees of mutual assistance, respect for treaties, and the securing of a general
detente. He regretted that nothing practical had so far been done to bring about moral
disarmament.

" The problem of moral disarmament is an urgent problem, which is closely bound
up with that of material disarmament.

" You cannot expect to enhance, or even to preserve, the feeling of security in an
atmosphere of growing disquiet.

" The flagrant contradiction between demands for an appreciable reduction of
armaments, demands for total disarmament, and an increasingly violent propaganda
tending to promote disorder or even war, must be brought home to the general public.

" World public opinion must be convinced of the absolute necessity of practical
results in moral disarmament. A study of the practical means to that end is beconiing
more and more essential. It is one of the most indispensable conditions of the success
of the future Conference."

M. Woo Kaiseng (China) observed that the first stage had now been passed, but that
numerous difficulties remained to be overcome:

" The limitation and reduction of land, naval and air armaments is a positive means
of arresting preparation for war. The work of abolition must be carried into other fields
as well. We must deal with the deep-lying causes, the moral causes.

" More than anything else, mutual understanding, a clear comprehension of the
issues which divide nations, will contribute towards the abolition of war among States.
We must get to know each other better and better."

M. Fierlinger (Czechoslovakia) observed that, in most cases, the declarations made by
the delegates reflected " a moderate optimism based on a sense of realities ". He emphasised
the interdependence of disarmament and the problem of security:

" The idea of peace has doubtless gained ground and valuable guarantees of seculrity
have been provided which must not be underestimated. These guarantees and the
successful results of the League's efforts have luade it possible for our Commission to
complete its work.

"We hope that, when the Conference meets, we shall be in a position to record fresh
progress calculated still further to facilitate the Conference's work, but we must not
close our eyes to the distance we still have to travel before the Covenant is carried into
full effect; there is still a long road ahead of us. We must not forget that we shall have
to exert ourselves very considerably, sometimes in one direction, sometimes in another,
in order to achieve our purpose. At the same time, if we make this our chief concern
I do not doubt but that- we shall fulfil the highest aspirations of mankiidcl, the aspirations
embodied in Article 8 of the Covenant."
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General de Marinis (Italy) said that the Italian Government would participate in the
Disarmament Conference with an earnest desire to achieve results in thle form of the equitable
regulation of armaments, taking into account the requirements of each country from the
point of view of defence:

" It should be the object of such regulation to abolish the very great discrepancies
which at present exist; these are -the chief cause of the competition in armaments, and
are highly detrimental to international security. I am firmly convinced that the absence
of a just proportion between armaments and the real requirements of each country for
defence, which exists at present, is the chief obstacle to the framing of an effective scheme
for the reduction of armaments.

" I am convinced that, if we succeed in modifying this state of affairs, we shall have
made great progress in the direction of disarmament and shall greatly facilitate the next
stage of our work."
Lastly, the President, after referring to the task which the Commission had been called

upon to fulfil, made the following observations:

" Does the preliminary draft which we have just adopted show that we have
accomplished what we set out to do ?

" To those who expected us to settle all divergencies of principle among the different
Powers with regard to disarmament, I would frankly reply: No ! Even before we began
our work, all the Governments knew that this would be impossible.

" On the other hand, to those who realise that, in the present state of the world,
an initial effort, however incomplete, in the direction of limitation - and, as far as
possible, the reduction of armed forces is of capital importance, I do not hesitate to
reply: Yes!

" What we have prepared is, as it were, a well-thought-out framework in which the
figures will be filled in by the General Conference. Only then will our draft Convention
be signed and become the first Convention for the Limitation and Reduction of Armaments.
It will no doubt be revised and amended many times, as mutual trust between the nations
increases, by means of what has been termed moral disarmament.

"If the provisions which we have framed appear to be incomplete, it is none the
less true that never before in the history of the world have the nations, which are so jealous
of their sovereign rights, contemplated the international regulation of their means of
national defence. Does not this fact alone give to our work, however imperfect it may
be at this initial stage, a profound significance ? 

In conclusion, he congratulated in particular the Vice-President (M. Politis), the
Rapporteurs (M. Cobian and M. Bourquin) and the members of the Drafting Committee
(M. Westman, M. Jean Paul-Boncour and M. Malkin).

On behalf of the whole Commission, Viscount Cecil of Chelwood and M. Politis congratu-
lated the President on the manner in which he had conducted its work for the last five
years.

II. COMMITTEE OF EXPERTS ON BUDGETARY QUESTIONS.

The Committee of Experts on Budgetary Questions appointed by the Preparatory
Commission for the Disarmament Conference held two sessions at Geneva, one from
December 11th to 20th, 1930, and the other from February 5th to 28th, 1931, under the
chairmanship of M. Jacomet, First-Class Army Comptroller (French).

The following took part in the work:

HALIT Bey (Turkish), Inspector-General at the Ministry of Finance;
Brigadier-General ELIAS (Czechoslovak), General Staff (replaced at the last session

by Major DASTICH, Army Staff);
M. ITO (Japanese), Deputy Director of the Japanese League of Nations Bureau,

member of the Economic Committee;
M. JACOBSSON (Swedish), Former member of the League Secretariat; former Secretary-

General of the Economic Defence Council of Sweden; Kreuger & Toll, Ltd.,
Stockholm;

M. JARVINEN (Finnish), Professor of the High Commercial School, Helsinki,
former Minister of Finance;

Brigadier-General NENADOVITCH (Yugoslav);
Mr. G. H. S. PINSENT, General Rapporteur (British), Treasury Chambers, London;

M. -I. PRENEN (Belgian), Inspector-General at the Ministry of National Defence;

M. C. TUMEDEI (Italian), Member of the Chamber of Deputies;
Dr. WORBS (German), Geheimrat. Ministry of Finance.

The Committee of Experts on Budgetary Questions was first constituted in November
1926 by the Bureau of the Preparatory Commission for the Disarmament Conference, chiefly
with a view to drawing up a model statement of expenditure on national defence, showing,
in a simple form, intelligible from an international standpoint, the armament expenditure of
every country.
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In the course of three sessions held in the first half of 1927, the Committee drew up a reportwhich was submitted to the Preparatory Commission. This report was never discussed by thelatter, which confined itself to noting it.
During the second part of its sixth session, held in November and December 1930 thePreparatory Commission adopted the principle of the limitation of expenditure on armaments.In this connection, Articles 10 (Limitation of Expenditure on Land Material), 24 (Limitationof Expenditure on Naval Material) and 29 (Limitation of Total Annual Expenditure) wereinserted in the draft Convention drawn up by the Commission.
In addition, the draft Convention contains Articles 33 and 38, concerning publicity in regardto expenditure in connection with the various categories of land and naval war material onthe one hand, and, on the other, publicity in regard to the total expenditure on land, sea andair armaments.

The Commission decided to reconstitute the Committee of Experts on Budgetary Questions,and to request it to study the methods of publicity and of limitation of expenditure providedfor in the draft Convention, with special reference to the necessity
(a) Of limiting the total expenditure in question;
(b) Of taking into account the diversity of methods of presentation and discussionof the budgets customary in the various countries;
(c) Of adapting the methods of limitation contemplated to the possible differencesin the purchasing power of the various currencies, with particular reference to the costof war material ;
(d) Of determining the conditions under which the carrying forward of credits fromone budgetary year to the next year or the following years might be effected.

The Committee was also asked, in connection with the application of Article 29, to examinethe possibility of a separate limitation of expenditure on land, naval and air armaments.In the course of the two sessions held in December 1930 and February 1931, the reconstitutedCommittee undertook these studies, which also necessitated the re-examination and completionof its previous work. The Committee of Experts unanimously adopted a report, incorporatinga draft annex to the Convention, together with a model statement and certain annexed tables.In conformity with the Council's resolution of January 24th, 1931, this report was sentdirect to the Governments on March 30th.
The system proposed by the Committee may be summarised as follows:
1. Limitation will deal, not with budget votes, the significance of which varies greatlyaccording to the country, but with payments made in the course of each financial year andincluded in the final accounts which are made out, published and audited in all countries.The budgets proper will nevertheless retain their importance, and Governments will haveto explain publicly how their budget estimates can be reconciled with the limits accepted bythem for payments. Credit purchases involving deferred payments which might render thislimitation ineffective are dealt with in special provisions.

2. Expenditure on armaments is to be shown in a model statement. This model willserve both for purposes of publicity and for the definition of the expenditure to be limited.The model statement is accompanied by instructions which constitute the draft annex.Each Government may be authorised to depart from the instructions to the extent requiredby its administrative practice, provided that the method employed by it for filling in thestatement is accepted by the Disarmament Conference and remains unchanged during the periodof the Convention.
With a view to the application of these provisions, the Committee of Experts recommendedthat each Government should fill in the model statement for the first time before the Conference,on the basis of the last final accounts, and should submit the result to the Conference, explainingthe exact method employed.

3. All expenditure on armaments must appear in the model statement and be includedin the limitation, whatever the source of the funds from which, or the authority under whichthe expenditure is made, whether it is incurred out of ordinary budget votes, supplementary,extraordinary or excess votes, in the budgets of the defence departments or of other departments,credits carried forward from previous years, credits opened by administrative action, specialfunds or receipts, including loans raised privately or on the markets or made by other Govern-
melts, resources made available by regional or local authorities, and, finally, all gifts by private

The list contained in the draft annex is purely indicative in character, and any expenditureon new arms, or, in general, any expenditure intended for national defence, must be included inthe model statement, even if it is not explicitly mentioned.
The expenditure to be shown in the model statement must represent the true and finalapplication of the sums in question.
In those countries where the provision for gross expenditure can be directly ascertained,this gross expenditure should be entered in the return. In other countries, Governments mustreconstitute the gross amount of the expenditure by taking into account the expenditure effectedout of certain receipts in respect of services. These rules apply to expenditure relating to thepay of the personnel, and to expenditure in respect of the sale or cession of property and material.Where additional expenditure is incurred by the forces as a result of help given in emergencyto the civil population, such expenditure may be omitted from the returns.
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Any grants and loans made to undertakings having among their objects the furnishing of
goods or services for purposes of national defence, and any participation in the said undertakings
(including the purchase of shares, bonds, etc.), shall be deemed to be expenditure on the said
goods or services, save only loans, participations or grants based on general economic, fiscal
or social considerations, or those representing purely temporary advances, provided that these
advances are not renewed.

All expenditure other than pensions and allowances for loss of office occasioned by reductions
in the strength of the forces will be included in the returns - e.g., indemnities paid to towns
for the withdrawal of garrisons, etc.-owing to the difficulty in making any distinction between
other items of expenditure occasioned by a reduction in the strength of the forces and expenditure
not arising out of that reduction.

Whenever these principles cannot be strictly applied, the necessary explanations must be
given in the form of special publicity.

4. As regards possible fluctuations in the purchasing power of the various currencies, with
particular reference to the cost of raw material, the Committee considered that an automatic
system (involving the compilation of a general index or special indices) for this purpose was
not practicable ; however, it formulated technical suggestions concerning the procedure which
might be followed for the examination of any request made by a Government with a view to
the adjustment of the limits provided for on account of fluctuations in the purchasing power
of its currency.

5. Limitation will apply to the average expenditure during each consecutive period of
four years, expenditure during any given year not to exceed the limit by more than a certain
percentage to be agreed upon for each country.

6. In case it should be decided to adopt the separate limitation of the expenditure of each
of the three categories of forces, land, naval and air which, in the Committee's opinion, is
technically possible - transfers might be authorised between the three categories under
conditions to be determined.

The Committee desired to point out that, although the returns of the defence expenditure
fail to provide a basis for a comparison of the levels of armaments of the different countries,
the figures given in the returns will nevertheless prove a useful criterion for appreciating the
development of each country's armaments from one year to another so long as the methods
of administration remain the same.

The Committee concluded its report as follows:

"The Committee has tried to indicate as fairly as possible both the technical short-
comings of the system it has suggested and also the technical advantages which are inherent
in that system. If the Governments are not only fully aware of those advantages, but
also on their guard against the difficulties and prepared to apply the system loyally, the
Committee is unanimous in considering that from a technical point of view, a satisfactory
working of the system can be obtained. "

As regards Article 33 of the draft Convention, the Committee came to the conclusion,
after an exhaustive study and discussion of the questions raised by the application of this
article, that it could not recommend any method of detailed publicity by categories of material.

III. THE COUNCIL AND THE PREPARATIONS FOR THE
DISARMAMENT CONFERENCE.

A. SIXTY-SECOND SESSION OF THE COUNCIL, JANUARY 1931.

In describing the result of the Preparatory Commission's work, the Rapporteur, the
representative of Spain, laid stress on the considerable amount of work done by the Commission.
He added that the draft Convention still awaited completion in the following respects : Methods
of applying Articles 10, 24, 29, 33 and 38, laying down the principle of the limitation of arma-
ments by the budgetary method; rules to be adopted for the determination of the horse-power
of aeroplanes and dirigibles. The Council would also be called upon to fix the date of the opening
of the general Conference (paragraph 304 of the Preparatory Commission's report), and to
take the necessary steps to obtain from the Governments particulars of the present position
of their armaments and all technical and other data which might enlighten the Conference
and support such proposals as the Governments might lay before it (paragraph 303 of the
Preparatory Commission's report).

*
* *

In the course of the discussion which followed the Rapporteur's statement, the representative
of Great Britain, the President, after reminding the Council of the obligations assumed by
the Members of the League, in particular under Article 8 of the Covenant, in regard to the
limitation and reduction of armaments, pointed out that there were also considerations of
material self-interest in favour of a policy of disarmament, and observed that a mere limitation
of existing forces would not be an adequate beginning. Referring to the talk of war, " as
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ill-timed as it was dangerous ", the British representative expressed the hope that all States
would do everything in their power to ensure the success of the Conference.

The representative of Germany, while expressing his satisfaction that the Disarmament
Conference could at last be convened, did not conceal the fact that Germany considered
inadequate a draft Convention which, in his opinion, represented at most a stabilisation of
existing armaments. The Conference would have to revise the methods proposed in the
draft on the basis of the principle of equality as between the Members of the League.

The representative of Italy, after defining the Italian view in regard to the relation between
disarmament and security, which would have to be taken into account, but which was '" not a
preliminary condition " of disarmament, advocated, for the successful preparation of the
Conference, discussion among the various Governments, and was of opinion that the persons
who had to carry out this preparatory work should harmonise in their own minds, so to speak,
the different tendencies.

The representative of France said that the Preparatory Commission for the Disarmament
Conference had given them " the framework of a possible Convention " which would enable
the future Conference to bring about what all the nations of the world desired, as far as was
compatible with the present factors of security. They must not insist on the Conference's
achieving what was at present impossible, because the Conference would merely mark a first
stage in their journey, which would be followed by others. After expressing the hope that
the time would come when in every sphere all nations would be placed on a footing of equality,
he protested against " panic " campaigns. In conclusion, he said that if the Conference was
well prepared they might expect ample results.

The representative of Japan expressed the opinion that the draft Convention provided a
very suitable framework for the discussions of the Conference, which he regarded as a first
step towards the goal they had in view.

The representative of Poland, after stating that the draft Convention provided a solid
basis for the work of the Conference and was the first step towards disarmament, expressed
the hope that an increased feeling of security would allow them gradually to achieve yet more
definite results.

The representative of the Irish Free State said that he hoped that the Conference would
improve on the draft Convention, which, in his view, was an attempt at a first step towards a
solution, but nothing more.

At its meeting on January 24th, the Council adopted the following draft resolution submitted
by the Rapporteur:

The Council of the League of Nations,

" (1) Notes the report of the Preparatory Commission and the preliminary draft
Convention concerning the Reduction and the Limitation of Armaments;

" (2) Thanks the members of the Commission for their tireless efforts;
" (3) Requests the Secretary-General to transmit to the Governments the preliminary

draft and the report, together with the Minutes of the Council's meetings of to-day and
of January 20th;

"(4) Fixes the date of the convocation of the General Disarmament Conference for
the Tuesday following the end of the Council's session which is due to open on January 25th,
1932;

" (5) Chooses Geneva as the place of this Conference, on the understanding that the
report submitted in this connection by the Secretary-General in May is such as to convince
the Council that this town is in a position to offer all the requisite facilities, particularly
as regards meeting premises, accommodation, transport, telegraphic, telephonic and
postal communications, etc., both for the delegations and Press, and for the persons wishing
to follow the work of the Conference;

" (6) Decides to appoint the President of the Conference at one of its next sessions;
"(7) Instructs the Secretary-General, in consultation with the Rapporteur, to under-

take, between now and the May session, the initial work for the technical preparation of
the Conference, particularly as regards the following questions mentioned in the report
adopted on January 20th:

" (a) Particulars to be obtained from the different Governments with regard
to the position of their armaments and all data, technical or otherwise, which might
help to inform the Conference and to justify such concrete proposals as the Govern-
ments may lay before it in conformity with the wish expressed in paragraph 303 of
the Preparatory Commission's report;

" (b) Preparatory studies to be undertaken by experts through the intermediary
of the Communications and Transit Organisation of the League of Nations, with a
view to the fixing of rules relative to the adoption of a standard horse-power measure-
ment for aeroplane and dirigible engines; these rules will have to be communicated
to the Governments, who will be invited to accept them as a preliminary basis for
calculating the figures to be inserted in the corresponding table in the preliminary
draft Convention;

" (c) Communication of the report of the Committee of Budgetary Experts to
the Governments, who will be asked, if need be, to express their opinion on the solutions
proposed by the Committee;
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"(8) Instructs its Rapporteur to inform it at its May session of the progress of the
work of preparation;

"(9) Authorises the Secretary-General to take the necessary administrative measures
for carrying out the foregoing decisions;

"(10) Adopts the present resolution."

After the adoption of this resolution, the President expressed his satisfaction at the decision
taken. In substance, he said that during the coming year each Government must fill in figures
in the tables in the draft Convention representing the largest possible reduction in its existing
armaments.

The representative of Germany, pointed out that the preliminary draft Convention was
not binding on the parties concerned, and could not be taken as a legal basis. Without
re-examining all the questions, the Governments should settle some of them between themselves
before the Conference.

The representative of France, recalling the exhaustive discussions which had taken place
in the Preparatory Commission prior to the adoption of certain principles, said that, at the
Conference, all the nations could restate their views, but that if everything were to be begun
all over again, the chances of reaching the desired results would be seriously reduced.

B. MEASURES TAKEN BY THE SECRETARIAT AND THE SIXTY-THIRD SESSION

OF THE COUNCIL.

1. Particulars with regard to the position of armaments (paragraph 7(a) of the Council
resolution).

2. Proposals relating to the seat of the Conference.
3. Appointment of the President of the Conference.
4. Committee of Experts appointed to fix rules relative to the adoption of a standard

horse-power measurement for aeroplane and dirigible engines (paragraph 7(b) of
the Council resolution).

In execution of the resolution of January 24th, 1931, the Secretariat, in February last,
proceeded to make arrangements for the technical preparation of the Conference.

In particular it took measures to obtain from Governments the information mentioned
in paragraph 7(a) of the resolution, especially with regard to the position of armaments,
and, on the basis of the instructions laid down in paragraph 5 of that resolution, proceeded
to examine the proposals made by Geneva and other towns offering to house the Conference.
It also convened a Committee of experts to fix rules relating to the adoption of a standard
horse-power measurement for aeroplane and dirigible engines. An account of the work of the
Secretariat prior to the sixty-third session of the Council will be found in the reports to the
Council of the representative of Spain and of the Secretary-General (documents C.310.1931.IX,
C.319.1931.IX and C.339.1931.IX).

1. Particulars with regard to the Position of Armaments.
The Secretary-General, having requested Governments to forward the information

mentioned in paragraph 7(a) of the Council resolution (see documents C.L.23.1931.IX and
C.L.23 (a).1931.IX), received information on the subject from the Governments of the Grand
Duchy of Luxemburg, Finland and the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics. He also received
the two proposals mentioned hereunder concerning the form in which the information
requested should be supplied.

In a letter of March 12th (see document C.198 (1).M.80 (1).1931.IX. [C.P.D.305]) the
Government of the United Kingdom pointed out that the value of the preliminary exchange
of information provided for in paragraph 7(a) of the Council resolution would be greatly
enhanced if the information could be supplied by each Government on a uniform model.
The Government of the United Kingdom submitted in its letter detailed suggestions based
on the publicity tables annexed to the draft Convention. It reserved the right to
supplement its proposal when the Committee of Budgetary Experts had concluded its work.

The German Government, in a communication of March 27th (see document C.214.1931.
IX), also felt bound to ask that the information mentioned in paragraph 7(a) of the resolution
of January 24th should be supplied on a uniform model, in order that the future Disarmament
Conference might have a complete picture of the factors which it should have before it when
fixing the methods for, and extent of, the reduction and limitation of armaments. The German
Government, from whose letter it would jseem that the publicity laid down in the Convention
would not meet its own views in the matter, asked that the following question might be included
in the agenda of the sixty-third session of the Council: Addition to paragraph 7(a) of the
Council's resolution of January 24th last of a resolution concerning the distribution of a suitable
questionnaire.

In support of its request the German Government, by a further communication of April
25th, forwarded to the Secretariat model tables to be taken as a uniform basis for the publication
of information relating to the armaments of the different countries (see document C.283.
M.133.1931.IX. [C.P.D.302]). These tables provided for fuller information than the tables
annexed to the draft Convention and, in particular, for data concerning the material in service
and in stock of land, naval and air armaments and also concerning trained reserves.

4A
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On May 18th, three Governments - the Danish, French and German - had expressed
their opinion on the British proposal (see, respectively, documents C.292.M.136.1931.IX,
C.318.M.147.1931.IX. [C.P.D.305], and C.287.M.135.1931.IX.) In a letter of April 30th, theGerman Government pointed out that its proposal, being more comprehensive than the British
proposal, seemed better calculated than the latter to fulfil the requirements of the resolution
of January 24th.

The letters of the Danish and French Governments accepted the British proposal in principle.
The French Government's acceptance (letter of April 28th, 1931) was accompanied by certain
reservations. These referred, for example, to the difficulties that Governments would have
in supplying, before the Conference, certain of the particulars mentioned in the draft Conventi n,
the impossibility of filling in the tables mentioned in the British proposal in such a way as to
permit of a comparison of the figures supplied by the different Powers, and, lastly, to the factthat a uniform model was not enough in itself to permit of a useful comparison between the
armaments of the different countries, since such a comparison could be undertaken only in
the light of the explanations and comments furnished by each individual country.

The German and British proposals, based on the same principle - that of obtaining
particulars established on a uniform basis - but differing as regards the means of applying
that principle, were examined by the Council at its meetings on May 20th and 23rd.

At the opening of the meeting on May 20th, the representative of Spain, as Rapporteur ,
briefly summarised the German and British proposals and gave an analysis of the correspondence
exchanged on the subject between the Secretariat and the British, Danish, French and German
Governments. He then requested the Council to settle a question of procedure relating to the
communication of information supplied by Governments, this question having been raised
in a letter from a Government not a Member of the League which, having forwarded to the
Secretary-General, for the use of the Conference, particulars with regard to the position of
its own armaments, asked that similar particulars, submitted by other Governments, might
be communicated to it. The representative of Spain had suggested further, in his general
report 2, that Governments should be requested to forward their replies by a certain date -
for example, at latest by September 15th - in order that these might be published and
communicated together to all the Governments. He announced, in the same report, that the
Secretariat was preparing a special edition of the Armaments Year-Book, for the use of delegates
to the Disarmament Conference, which would be based mainly on the replies of Governments
to the Secretary-General's letter concerning the position of armaments.

The representatives of the United Kingdom, Germany, France, Poland, Italy, Japan and
Yugoslavia intervened in turn in the discussion on the British and German proposals.

The representative of the United Kingdom pointed out, in support of the British proposal,
that the publicity tables adopted by the Preparatory Commission were the result of lengthy
discussion, and that it was preferable to adopt those tables rather than to re-open the discussion.
He was doubtful whether, in practice, the German proposal, which had been worked out with
great care and might even be regarded as an ideal, but which was based on certain principles
constantly advocated by the German Government and as constantly rejected by other countries,
would really facilitate or expedite the preparatory work of the Conference.

In pointing out, further, that the British Government had reserved the right to supplement
its proposal after the completion of the work of the Committee of Budgetary Experts, the
representative of the United Kingdom stated that his Government took up strongly the position
that the Council should adopt the recommendations embodied in the report of those experts.

The representative of Germany made a brief statement in support of the German proposal,
pointing out that the questionnaire, if it was to satisfy the object intended by the Council
resolution, should include all the essential factors of armaments and that the Disarmament
Conference could neither obtain a clear idea as to the reduction of war material required in
the case of the different States, nor adequately assess the military forces respresented by the
effectives of the different armies, unless it had before it a complete and accurate picture of
the present position of armaments, including more particularly documentary material as to
the material in service and in store and also trained reserves. The German representative added
that the scheme proposed by the British Government would not, in his opinion, permit of a
complete statement of armaments, as it made no provision for the important factors to which
he had just referred.

The representative entof France urged the necessity to avoid destroying something which
had been built up laboriously after discussions extending over several years. Admirably
framed though it was, the German proposal would give rise to the same objections as had
continually been encountered by the very principles on which it was based. If the discussion
were reopened, there would be the risk of delaying preparations for the Conference. The French
representative then pointed out that the French Government, in its letter of April 28th, 1931,
had accepted the British proposal, subject to certain conditions, as in its view that proposal
was calculated to improve in certain respects what had already been accomplished, without
any risk of destroying it. The German proposal, to his regret, he could not accept.

The Polish representative stated that he was prepared to support the British proposal
if it were applied in the light of the observations submitted by the French Government in its
note of April 28th, 1931.

1 See document C.319.1931.IX.
2 See document C.310.1931.IX (Preparatory work for the Disarmament Conference: Report by the representativeof Spain).
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He then drew the Council's attention to the fact that the documentary material in the
Armaments Year-Book concerning certain countries not Members of the League was marked
by a number of serious omissions. The data concerning certain of those Powers were incomplete
and had not been obtained from official sources. He thought that that state of affairs placed
other countries, and particularly countries which were neighbours of such Powers, in an unequal
situation, when they were called upon to give precise information concerning their armaments.

The representative of Italy, feeling that agreement had been reached as regards the
presentation of these data on a uniform model, urged that the information should be submitted
by all States before a given date. Proceeding to examine the German and British proposals,
he expressed the opinion that the German tables were very complete, and stated that the
German proposal contained certain suggestions of which the Italian Government approved;
he pointed out, however, that that proposal might mean reopening the discussion and involve
a long technical examination.

As regards the tables annexed to the draft Convention, the Italian Government considered
them in certain respects incomplete and had only accepted them subject to reservations. He
was convinced, however, that at the moment nothing more or better could be obtained. Mainly,
therefore, in order to avoid any further impediment to the convening of the General Disarmament
Conference, the Italian representative was prepared to adopt in principle the procedure
suggested by the British Government.

The representative of Japan, while agreeing in principle with the other Governments
that information should be supplied regarding the scale of its armaments, stressed the three
principles of uniformity, universality and simultaneity which should, in his view, be observed
in matters of practical application. As regards the principle of universality, which he regarded
as the most important of the three, it was necessary to avoid excessive rigidity in framing a
formula which all Governments would perhaps not be able to accept. In his view, it would
be best to trust the various countries, leaving each free to interpret the Council resolution
of January 24th in the light of its own conscience.

The representative of Yugoslavia declared that the German and British proposals relating
to information concerning the present position of armaments in the different countries, and
not the information necessary to enlighten the Conference and serve as a basis for the concrete
proposals that Governments might wish to submit to it, would, in his view, modify to some
extent what was contemplated in the resolution of January 24th. He thought the Conference
should not take the present position of armaments as a starting-point, but should adopt more
objective criteria: this would diminish the importance of statistical data, and he would then
agree to the latter being furnished within the general framework of the British proposal. He
urged, however, that Governments, in giving this information, would always have to take
into account the necessity of substantiating concrete proposals that they might submit to
the Conference.

Deducing from the discussion at the meeting on May 20th the conclusion that the British
proposal was in principle generally accepted, the representative of Spain, in a report 1 submitted
to the Council on May 23rd, pointed out that the considerations on which the German proposal
was based had been discussed at length in the Preparatory Commission, without, however,
appearing to be acceptable to the majority of the members of that Commission. The
Council, though it did not consider this circumstance conclusive, nevertheless held it to be
very important, and, although the proposals of the United Kingdom were not ideal, the Spanish
representative thought that, for the moment, it was important to concentrate on what appeared
feasible, without aiming at perfection.

Referring next to the three rules of uniformity, universality and simultaneity stipulated
by the representative of Japan, the Rapporteur, while recognising the justice of this view,
noted that the Council could only make recommendations in this very important matter.
Since, moreover, the French Government had pointed out in its letter that a Government
might find it impossible to supply, before the Conference, even the details mentioned in the
proposal of the United Kingdom, the Rapporteur could only suggest that the Council should
recommend each Government invited to the Conference to do its best to supply the information
requested in the tables referred to in the British letter. This would permit of the wide
application of the first two rules - uniformity and universality. The fact that certain
distant countries whose armaments are not extensive might perhaps have some difficulty in
complying with the Council's request would not, in the Rapporteur's view, constitute so
considerable a departure from the rule of universality as to prevent the forwarding of
information received from one Government to the other Governments invited to the
Conference.

Nevertheless, in order to eliminate certain possible misunderstandings in regard to
universality, the Rapporteur proposed, in connection with the rule of simultaneity, that all
the Governments invited to the Conference should be asked to forward such information to
the Secretary-General not later than September 15th. The Secretary-General would be asked,
after consulting the President of the Conference, to arrange in due course for the interchange
of the information received between Governments which had complied with his request and
furnished the particulars asked for. Should any unforeseen difficulty arise, the Council, being
in session, could always be consulted. In this way the information would not only be
communicated simultaneously, but would be exchanged between the respective Governments
which had supplied it.

The Rapporteur then suggested that, as the representative of the United Kingdom had
proposed, the Governments should be asked to fill in the model for statement expenditure on

1 See document C.383.1931.IX.
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the basis of the last figures, in conformity with the recommendation of the Committee of
Budgetary Experts.

In conclusion, the Rapporteur pointed out that the request for information concerning
the position of armaments would in no way affect the method that might be adopted by the
Conference to give effect to Article 8 of the Covenant. The proposals which had just beenformulated represented, in his view, a reply to only one of the heads of the resolution of
January 24th : they would help to enlighten the Conference as to the situation of the different
Governments in the matter of armaments without, however, preventing Governments fromsupplying supplementary information in support of concrete proposals that they might submit
to the Conference. The Rapporteur added that the Conference, when it met, could of course
ask Governments for any further information, should it consider this necessary to enable itto complete its work.

In conclusion, the representative of Spain called upon his colleagues to support the proposal
which he had put forward in his report, convinced as he was that by so doing the Council would
be facilitating the work of the Conference.

At the meeting on May 23rd, the representatives of Japan, Germany, Norway, the Irish
Free State and the United Kingdom took part in the discussion on the report.

The representative of Japan stated that he accepted the report and that his Government
would do its best to forward the information asked for to the Secretary-General by the desired
date, but that for various reasons - for example, the geographical situation of Japan 
there might be some delay in forwarding this documentary material.

The Rapporteur noted that in that case the information received from other countries
would be forwarded to the Japanese Government on or after the date on which the Japanese
reply reached the Secretariat.

The representative of Germany, referring to his previous statements as to the importance
of supplying the Conference with complete documentary material concerning all the factors
of existing armaments, expressed his regret that the report, which was based on a much
discussed preliminary draft Convention, did not mention the measures to be taken to supply
the Conference with the data required for its work. The public, he added, would be amazed
to learn that States, before assembling to conclude an agreement on the reduction of armaments,
should have notified only a small part of their effectives and have supplied no figures concerning
the implements at their disposal. He could not accept a report which omitted all mention ofthe essential factors of armaments and was so little in harmony with the principle of a full
and frank interchange of information as laid down in Article 8 of the Covenant. Not wishing,
however, to prevent the necessary unanimity and hence the execution, although inadequate,
of the decision taken by the Council on January 24th, he would abstain from voting.

The representative of Norway, feeling that the choice between the above-mentioned
proposals did not imply a decision regarding the questions of substance to be dealt with by
the Conference, stated that, while seeing no objection in principle to the adoption of the German
Government's proposal, he would be prepared to accept the Rapporteur's proposal if the
German proposal did not meet with the general support of the Council.

In accepting the report, the Irepresentative of the Irish Free State said that the German
proposal did not appear to him too idealistic and that the fact of the report having been
accepted by the Council would not involve any obligation to confine the discussion to the
questions arising out of the draft Convention.

The representative of the United Kingdom stressed the point that in accepting the British
proposal the Council was in no way restricting the rights of the Conference. Should the latter,
when it got to work, find certain information inadequate, it would have the right to take
any measures it might wish with the object of obtaining further information.

On the conclusion of this discussion, the Council adopted the report of the representative
of Spain.

2. Seat of the Conference.

In order to give effect to paragraph 5 of the resolution of January 24th, 1931, selecting
Geneva as the seat of the Conference on the understanding that the offers made by that town
were regarded as satisfactory by the Council, the Secretary-General set up a Special Committee
to examine the various aspects of this question. This Committee has made a special study, in
conjunction with the members of a Temporary Commission appointed by the Council of State
of Geneva and under the presidency of M. Fatio, of the proposals put forward by Geneva.

The representatives of the two Committees have considered the following questions
mentioned in paragraph 5 of the Council's draft resolution: meeting premises, accommodation,
transport, telegraph, telephonic and postal communications, etc.

In the course of these negotiations the authorities of the Republic and Canton of Genevainformed the Secretary-General in a letter dated March 11th of the measures which they
were prepared to take to enable the Council to choose Geneva definitely as the place of theConference.

The Secretary-General also received offers from certain other towns (Barcelona, Lausanne,
Aix-les-Bains, Cannes, Biarritz) each suggesting that the Conference might be held there.

The letters from the Geneva authorities, together with the requests made by the other towns,
were transmitted to the Council on March 25th (see documents C.201, 201 (a), 201(b). 1931. IX).

In his report to the Council (see document C.339.1931.IX) the Secretary-General mentioned
the measures which the town of Geneva had offered to take to comply with the variousconditions laid down in paragraph 5 of the Council's resolution of January 24th. Reverting
at the meeting of May 20th, 1931, to the principal points of his report, he concluded that,
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apart from the difficulty which the various delegations might have in housing the whole of
their staff in the same hotel, the conditions which the Council had laid down for the choice
of Geneva as the seat of the Conference were satisfactorily fulfilled.

After a few brief remarks by the representatives of the United Kingdom and Yugoslavia
and a declaration by the Spanish representative, who withdrew the candidature of Barcelona,
while expressing the hope that this offer would be accepted another time, the Council approved
the Secretary-General's conclusions and selected Geneva as the seat of the Conference. It
approved the construction of Conference halls on the north side of the Secretariat on the
conditions stated in the Secretary-General's report.

3. Appointment of the President.

At a private meeting held on May 19th, the Council, on the proposal of the Spanish
representative, Rapporteur for disarmament questions, unanimously selected Mr. Henderson
as President of the Disarmament Conference.

Mr. Henderson thanked his colleagues for the mark of confidence they had paid him, but
added that, before accepting the office of President of the Conference, he would be obliged to
consult the British Government.

The British Government gave its consent and on May 21st Mr. Henderson informed the
Council of his definitive acceptance of the office.

4. Committee of Experts to fix Rules for the Adoption of a Standard Horse-power Measurement
for Aeroplane and Dirigible Engines (Paragraph 7(b) of the Council's Resolution).

On the Secretary-General's request, the Chairman of the Advisory and Technical Committee
for Communications and Transit appointed a Committee of Experts to draw up a formula for the
horse-power measurement of aeroplanes and dirigibles. This Committee, which was under the
chairmanship of Mr. Mervyn O'Gorman (Great Britain), consisted of eight experts belonging to
the following countries: Czechoslovakia, France, Germany, Great Britain, Italy, Japan,
Spain and the United States of America and met at Geneva from April 20th to 24th. Unanimity
was arrived at in regard to a formula, taking into account both the total volume of cylinders
and the weight of the engine. Although he accepted this formula, the Italian expert stated
that he preferred the formula by weight alone. The Committee's report has been communicated
to the Council and the Governments (see documents C.259.M.115.1931.VIII and C.260.M.116.
1931.VIII).

C. RESOLUTION ADOPTED BY THE COUNCIL REGARDING THE WHOLE OF THE PREPARATORY

WORK FOR THE GENERAL DISARMAMENT CONFERENCE.

After the discussion on the German and British proposals concerning the particulars to
be furnished with regard to the position of armaments, the Rapporteur submitted to the Council
on May 22nd the following resolution, which was adopted. This resolution covers all questions
connected with the preparatory work except civil aviation (see below) and the questionnaire
regarding the position of armaments, dealt with above:

"The Council of the League of Nations:

" 1. Notes the action taken upon the general indications contained in its resolution
of January 24th last, more particularly with regard to the questions dealt with in
Sections 5, 7(a), 7(b) and 7(c) ;

" 2. Approves the preliminary measures taken by the Secretary-General for the
technical preparations for the Conference;

"3. Chooses Geneva as the place of the Conference;
"After having examined the three draft building schemes offered for its choice, gives

its preference to the solution consisting in the erection of conference halls on the north
side of the Secretariat on the conditions laid down in the report of the Secretary-General;

"Expresses its thanks to the Genevese authorities and to their representative,
M. Guillaume Fatio, for the efforts they have made and for those which they intend to
make where necessary in order to provide the city with all the material and other guarantees
necessary for the satisfactory organisation of the Conference;

" 4. Appoints the Right Honourable Arthur Henderson, representative of Great
Britain on the Council, to be President of the General Disarmament Conference;

" 5. Expresses its thanks to the Committee of Experts on Budgetary Questions for
the zeal and devotion with which they have carried out their difficult tasks and to the
members of the Committee appointed to study rules relative to the adoption of a standard
horse-power measurement for aeroplane and dirigible engines;

" 6. Instructs the Secretary-General:
" (a) To publish prior to the opening of the Conference a special edition of the

Armaments Year-Book;
" (b) To invite to the General Disarmament Conference convened at Geneva

for February 2nd, 1932, the Governments of the States Members of the League and
those of the following States non-members : Afghanistan, Brazil, Costa Rica, Ecuador,
Egypt, Mexico, Turkey, Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, and the United States
of America."
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D. PROPOSALS BY THE GERMAN GOVERNMENT CONCERNING THE PREPARATION OF AN INTER-
NATIONAL AGREEMENT FOR THE PUBLICATION OF INFORMATION WITH REGARD TO
CIVIL AVIATION.

In a letter to the Secretary-General dated March 12th, 1931 (see document C.200.M.110.1931.IX), the German Government pointed out that at the last session of the PreparatoryDisarmament Commission " certain delegations proposed the conclusion of a special internationalconvention "with regard to the publication of information concerning civil aviation, as providedfor in Article 37 of the draft Convention. It requests the Secretary-General to place thefollowing item on the agenda of the sixty-third session of the Council:
" Preparation of an international agreement for the publication of information withregard to civil aviation. "

The Secretary-General received from the German Government a second letter datedApril 15th, showing how that Government would propose to pursue the study of this question(see document C.246.M.111.1931. IX). The German Government pointed out that it had alwaystaken the view that a convention for the reduction and limitation of armaments should notdeal with civil aviation. In its opinion, civil aviation was a means of communication usedsolely for peaceful purposes and it would therefore be inconsistent to include civil aviation insuch a convention and on the other hand to leave out of account the stocks of material formilitary aviation. It approved in principle the publication of information with regard to civilaviation and had itself been publishing such information for some considerable time past;and this publication should form the subject of a special agreement. In conclusion, the GermanGovernment expressed the desire that-the Council at its May session would request the Advisoryand Technical Committee for Communications and Transit to prepare, without delay, a draftconvention on this subject, which would be submitted to the Council at its sixty-fourth session
and if necessary to the twelfth Assembly.

These two letters were dealt with in a report to the Council by the Spanish representative(see document C.311.1931.IX).
At the sixty-third session of the Council exchanges of views between the delegationsconcerned showed the desirability of collecting particulars concerning the publication ofinformation with regard to civil aviation and, without having recourse to a committee, ofconsulting the Governments invited to the Conference and studying the present position inregard to civil aviation. The Rapporteur submitted to the Council, which adopted it, thefollowing draft resolution:

" The Council,
"Considering that the Preparatory Disarmament Commission in its report drewthe Disarmament Conference's attention to the fact that, although the majority of thisCommission adopted Article 37 of the draft Convention governing the publication ofinformation in regard to civil aviation, certain delegations questioned whether the stipulation

contained in this article would not be more in place in an international convention
other than that on disarmament;

" Recognising that it is for the Disarmament Conference to take a decision on thissubject;
"Being anxious to facilitate the Conference's task,
"Requests the Secretary-General:

" 1. To arrange for the Communications and Transit Organisation to proceed
to an enquiry among all the Governments invited to the Disarmament Conference
and to a methodical study of the present situation concerning the publication ofinformation of civil aviation, whether as regards national regulations, multilateral
conventions or special obligations.

" 2. To prepare on this basis for the use of the Conference a collection of allthe provisions in force relating to the exchange or publication of information regarding
non-military aviation."

IV. SUPERVISION OF THE PRIVATE MANUFACTURE AND PUBLICITY OF THE
MANUFACTURE OF ARMS AND AMMUNITION AND OF IMPLEMENTS OF WAR.

The Third Committee of the eleventh Assembly unanimously expressed the desire thatthe Special Commission responsible for framing a draft Convention on the Supervision of thePrivate Manufacture and Publicity of the Manufacture of Arms and Ammunition and of Imple-ments of War should be convened as soon as possible after the completion of the work of thePreparatory Commission. In expressing this desire, the Third Committee had in mind theresolution of September 24th, 1929, of the tenth Assembly, mentioning the reservations madein respect of the preliminary draft Convention by several Governments, which had statedthat they were " unable to express a final opinion on the methods of securing publicity for Statemanufactures" until they knew " the conclusions reached by the Preparatory DisarmamentCommission on the question of publicity of war material ".
At the sixty-second session of the Council, the Rapporteur, the representative of Spainpointed out that the enquiries entrusted by the Preparatory Commission to the Committee of
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Budgetary Experts might have a direct bearing on the solution of certain problems entrusted
to the Special Commission. He proposed to the Council that this Commission should be convened
by its President as soon as the Committee of Experts on Budgetary Questions had submitted
its final report ; and the Council agreed to this course.

After two sessions, the Committee of Experts on Budgetary Questions concluded its work
on February 28th, and its report was communicated to the Governments (document C.182.M.69.
1931. IX).

This document states that the Committee found it impossible to recommend, in accordance
with Article 33 of the Draft Convention drawn up by the Preparatory Commission, any method
of detailed publicity by categories of material. As mentioned in its report the Committee did
not seek to ascertain how far its conclusions might affect the work of the Special Commission
responsible for framing a draft Convention on the Private Manufacture of Implements of War.

In the report submitted to the sixty-third session of the Council, the Rapporteur stated,
inter alia, that a positive solution in this particular field - namely, the method of publicity
in regard to material - would undoubtedly have had a direct influence on the progress of the
Special Commission's work. As this had not been attained, however, the Rapporteur considered
that it was for the general Disarmament Conference to regulate, when the time came, the
question of publicity in regard to war material. He accordingly submitted to the Council,
which adopted it, a resolution:

. .. Requesting the President of the Special Commission to postpone the convening
of that Commission until after the settlement by the general Disarmament Conference of
the question of publicity in regard to the employment of implements of war."

V. SUPERVISION OF THE INTERNATIONAL TRADE IN ARMS AND AMMUNITION

AND IN IMPLEMENTS OF WAR.

Since the eleventh ordinary session of the Assembly the Convention signed at Geneva
on June 17th, 1925, for the Supervision of the International Trade in Arms and Ammunition
and in Implements of War has been ratified by Australia. This ratification has been given subject
to the following reservation : the accession of Australia will not take effect until the ratifications
of Austria, Belgium, Czechoslovakia, Germany, Italy, Japan, Spain, Sweden and the United
States of America have been deposited in the archives of the French Government.

At the sixty-third session of the Council the representative of the United Kingdom pointed
out that so far only eleven countries had announced their intention of ratifying, and observed
that these results were " somewhat disappointing ". He expressed the hope that those States
which had not yet announced their intentions in this matter would consider whether they could
not by their ratification contribute to the bringing into force of the Convention.

M. Hussein Ala said on behalf of the Persian Government that his country could not
sign and ratify the Convention for reasons which had on several occasions been stated.
While Persia fully accepted the principle on which the Convention was based, she could
not adhere to it unless certain changes were made in the text so as to safeguard her
sovereignty and interests.

VI. INTER-ALLIED CONTROL IN GERMANY UNDER THE TREATY

OF VERSAILLES.

The Secretary-General has received from the President of the Conference of Ambassadors
a letter dated March 16th, 1931, concerning the cessation of the duties of the military experts
attached in Berlin to the diplomatic missions of the countries represented at the Conference.
This letter has been communicated to the Council and members of the Permanent Advisory
Commission for Military, Naval and Air Questions (see document C.226.1931.IX [C.P.C./290]).

VII. STATISTICAL INFORMATION ON THE TRADE IN ARMS AND AMMUNITION

AND IN IMPLEMENTS OF WAR. - "ARMAMENTS YEAR-BOOK ".

The Secretariat continues to publish the Armaments Year-Book (general and statistical
information regarding land, naval and air armaments) and Statistical Information on the Trade
in Arms, Ammunition and Implements of War. At the present time the former contains particulars
concerning 62 and the latter 58 countries.

Certain monographs in the Armaments Year-Book, inter alia that of China, which, in 1931,
contained only brief particulars, have been expanded in the 1931 edition. This edition also
contains a new monograph, that of Egypt.

In accordance with the above-mentioned Council resolution , the Secretariat has been
instructed to publish for the use of the delegates to the Conference a special edition of the
Armaments Year-Book, drawn up primarily with the aid of the information furnished by
Governments on the position of their armaments, in pursuance of the Council's resolution of
January 24th.

1 Resolution of May 22nd, Point 6(a), see page 53.
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4.

ARBITRATION AND SECURITY.

DRAFT GENERAL CONVENTION TO STRENGTHEN THE MEANS
OF PREVENTING WAR.

The Assembly during its session in 1930 considered a report from the Committee onArbitration and Security on the possibility of transforming into a general convention the modeltreaty to strengthen the means of preventing war established in 1928.
The Committee on Arbitration and Security had not submitted the text of a generalconvention but in respect of certain articles had offered two alternative texts accompanied byreservations. The Third Committee of the Assembly noted that, though the transformationof the model treaty into a general convention raised numerous and delicate problems, substantialagreement had been obtained as between the various points of view. It accordingly asked theCouncil to instruct a special committee to study the question.
The Council during its session in January 1931, in accordance with the resolution of theAssembly, invited the Governments of the following States to appoint representatives to theSpecial Committee: Chile, France, Germany, Great Britain, Greece, Guatemala, Italy, Japan,the Netherlands, Norway, Poland, Spain and Yugoslavia. It further asked the GovernmentsMembers of the League to forward to the Secretary-General any observations or suggestionswhich they desired the Special Committee to examine.
The Special Committee met at Geneva from May 11th to May 15th, 1931, under thechairmanship of M. Nicolas Politis (Greece). All the Governments invited by the Council sentdelegations except the Government of Chile. A draft General Convention was unanimouslyadopted with certain reservations, the Japanese delegation abstaining from the vote.The Committee succeeded in drafting a single text covering the questions concerning whichthe Committee on Arbitration and Security had only been able to submit alternative texts-namely, the conservatory measures of a military character which the Council might recommendthe parties to a dispute to take under the Convention, the supervision of the execution of suchmeasures, the sanctions to be applied in the event of the violation of such measures and thesanctions applicable should war break out as a consequence of any such violation.
In subscribing to the obligations embodied in the draft General Convention, States whichso desired would, subject to reciprocity, agree that their vote should not be taken intoaccount in determining unanimity in the Council when they were parties to a dispute if theCouncil decided to recommend the adoption of conservatory measures of a non-militarycharacter relating to the substance of the dispute or if, in the event of a threat of war, itrecommended the conservatory measures of a military character specified in the Convention.The Council might also take a decision, without the vote of the parties being taken intoaccount in determining unanimity, to ensure, subject to the conditions laid down in theConvention, the supervision of the execution of the conservatory measures of a militarycharacter and in the event of the violation of these measures, the execution of the Conven-tion. Moreover, if war should break out as a consequence of such violation, the contractingparties would regard this violation as prima facie evidence that the party guilty thereofhad resorted to war within the meaning of Article 16 of the Covenant.
The Committee, while emphasising the practical importance of -the draft Convention,considered that it represented only a modest advance in the direction of strengthening themeans of preventing war. For that reason it suggested that the title " General Conventionto improve the Means of preventing War" should be substituted for the title " GeneralConvention to strengthen the Means of preventing War , as the former title appeared tocorrespond more exactly to the character of the text proposed.
The Council, during its session in January, asked the Secretary-General to communicatethe report of the Special Committee to the Members of the League in order that it might beexamined by the Assembly during its twelfth ordinary session. The report and draft Convention

attached to it have been distributed as document No.A.9.1931.VII. The Council subsequentlydecided, during its session in May, that the Minutes of the Special Committee, completing thoseof the Committee on Arbitration and Security, should be published and distributed to theMembers of the League. The Council has also drawn attention to a recommendation made bythe Special Committee which expressed the hope that the Members of the League would considerit desirable to give their delegates to the Assembly the necessary instructions and powers totake a definite decision on the text of the draft General Convention and, if they weredisposed to do so, to sign it in the event of it being approved by the Assembly.The representative of Poland, moreover, asked the Council to call the attention of theAssembly to a question which the Swedish Government had proposed for examination by theSpecial Committee and in regard to which the Polish delegate on the Committee hadsubmitted a recommendation. It was suggested in this recommendation that the Assemblyshould study the possibilities of guarding against the dangers which might arise at a time ofinternational crisis from irresponsible campaigns in the Press and the publication of incorrect ortendentious information.
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The representative of Spain, acting as Rapporteur, pointed out that the Swedish proposal
and the Polish recommendation were mentioned in the report of the Special Committee and
said he was sure the Assembly would not overlook the matter but consider what action should
be taken in regard to it.

5.

COMMISSION OF ENQUIRY FOR EUROPEAN UNION.

The Assembly, on September 17th, 1930, adopted a resolution inviting the Governments
of the European States Members of the League of Nations, acting as a Commission of the League
with the assistance of the Secretariat, to continue their enquiry into the possibility of a closer
co-operation between them. It requested that the first results of this enquiry should, as far as
possible, be embodied in the form of definite proposals to be submitted to the Assembly in 1931.
It was understood that the Governments might conduct their enquiry in conjunction with
non-European Members of the League and with non-member Governments.

1. FIRST SESSION OF THE COMMISSION.

The Commission of Enquiry met for the first time on September 23rd, 1930, and elected for
its Chairman M. Briand (France). The Secretary-General of the League was appointed Secretary
to the Commission and requested to collect such information as might assist it in carrying out
its task. He was further asked to submit a report to the Commission on the work of the Second
Conference with a view to Concerted Economic Action which had been convened to meet on
November 17th, 1930.1

II. SECOND SESSION OF THE COMMISSION.

The Commission met for its second session from January 16th to January 31st, 1931.
The Secretary-General submitted a report reviewing the work of the Economic and Financial,

Transit and Health Sections of the League upon certain technical questions, already examined
or in course of examination, which bore directly or indirectly on the economic crisis and were
of special interest to the European States. A memorandum from the International Labour
Office on the relevant questions dealt with by that organisation was also presented to the
Commission.

M. Colijn, President of the Second International Conference with a view to Concerted
Economic Action, made a statement to the Commission on the work of the Conference.

The Commission, after considering this material and the proposals of certain Governments,
adopted a series of resolutions:

(a) Participation of the Government of Iceland, Turkey and the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics.

The Commission invited the Governments of Iceland, Turkey and the Union of Soviet
Socialist Republics to participate in the study of the World Economic crisis in so far as it
affected the European countries as a whole.

(b) Disposal of the Available Grain Surplus.

The Commission expressed the view that the agricultural crisis through which the countries
of Central and Eastern Europe were passing might be alleviated if the representatives of the
grain-exporting countries of Central and Eastern Europe and the European importing countries
were to meet at an early date and make a common effort to find a means of disposing of the
grain surplus at that moment available.

(c) The Export of Future Harvest Surpluses.

The Commission expressed the hope that the overseas countries affected would consent to
take part in the Wheat Conference which was to meet at Rome in March 1931. It proposed
that for Europe a Committee should be set up to study all measures which might facilitate the
solution of the problem, including tariff arrangements. It suggested that this Committee
should consist of representatives from Austria, Belgium, the British Empire, Czechoslovakia,
Estonia, France, Germany, Italy, Norway, Switzerland and Yugoslavia. The Committee was
requested to submit its conclusions as quickly as possible.

' The proceedings of the Conference with a view to Concerted Economic Action are summarised in the chapter of the
present report dealing with the work of the Economic and Financial Organisation.
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(d) Agricultural Credits.

The Commission noted that the Financial Committee had already presented an interesting
report on the subject and was continuing its investigation. It decided to appoint a Committee
of eleven members, consisting of the representatives of Bulgaria, British Empire, Denmark,
France, Germany, Hungary, Italy, the Netherlands, Poland, Roumania and Sweden, to keep in
touch with the Financial Committee in order that a detailed programme, both financial and
legal, might be submitted to the Council of the League of Nations in May 1931 with a view to
prompt executive measures being taken with a full knowledge of the facts.

(e) The Commercial Convention of March 24th, 1930.

The Commission urged its members to do all in their power to ensure that the Commercial
Convention of March 24th, 1930, should be speedily put into force and expressed the hope
that the bilateral negotiations opened as a sequel to the Conference with a view to Concerted
Economic Action of November 1930 would be actively pursued.

(f) Unemployment.

The Commission requested the Secretariat of the League to acquaint it at its next session
with the first results of the work undertaken by the Economic and Financial Organisation and
the International Labour Office to solve the problem of unemployment.

(g) Organisation and Procedure.

The Commission appointed a Committee consisting of the representatives of the British
Empire, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Italy, Poland, Portugal, Spain, Switzer-
land and Yugoslavia to examine the constitution, organisation and procedure of the Commission.

(h) General Political Situation.

The Commission expressed the view that economic recovery was being hindered by lack of
confidence in the course of future events, due to widespread political anxiety, and that it was
important for the improvement of economic conditions that there should be a firm assurance
of European peace. The members of he Commission, as Foreign Ministers or responsible
representatives of European States, asserted their determination to use the machinery of the
League to prevent any resort to violence.

These resolutions were submitted to the Council with the request that it should authorise
the technical organisations and Secretary-General to take the action required. The Council
gave the necessary approval.

III. EXECUTION OF THE DECISIONS OF THE COMMISSION.

(a) Conference for the Disposl of the Grain Surplus of 1930.

A Conference of the grain-exporting countries of Central and Eastern Europe and of
certain European importing countries met on February 23rd, 1931, under the chairmanship of
M. Franhois-Poncet (Francet nc).

The Final Act was signed by seventeen countries. It was noted that the wheat surplus
of 1930 represented only a very small proportion of the needs of the wheat-importing countries
of Europe. The representatives of countries normally purchasing foreign wheat and of those
not normally importing wheat from the countries with surpluses declared their willingness to
participate as far as possible in the purchase of stocks. The Conference felt it impossible to
fix the conditions of sale on a uniform plan, but the signatories of the Final Act undertook to
arrange for the necessary contracts to be made with a view to carrying out these transactions.

The Conference also studied the position in regard to maize and barley, and noted that the
importing countries were disposed, as in the case of wheat, to reserve a portion of their imports
of foreign maize and barley for products available in the countries with surpluses.

(b) Committee to consider the Export of Future Harvest Surpluses.

The Committee to consider the export of future harvest surpluses met on February 26th,
1931, under the chairmanship of M. Frangois-Poncet (France). It recognised that the marketing
of European surplus cereals was a universal question and that an adequate solution was only
possible by agreement between all parts of the world concerned and that it would be an
advantage for producers in all Continents to co-operate in meeting the crisis. The Committee
nevertheless considered proposals for improving the European situation and began with an
examination of the Customs advantages which certain European countries had been asked to
accord to the exporting countries of Central and Eastern Europe. The Committee noted that
this question had been dealt with by the Conference for Concerted Economic Action in November
1930 and that practical steps were about to be taken by certain European countries within the
limits laid down in the Final Act of that Conference.
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The Committee then considered other measures which might facilitate a regular disposal
of the surplus of cereals, particularly the conditions and cost of transport, banking facilities
for the sale n cse ocer and purchase of cereals and methods of payment.

Finally, the Committee suggested that the problems raised by the production and trade
in European cereals might, if necessary, be the subject at an appropriate moment of further
consultations under the auspices of the Commission of Enquiry.

(c) Sub-Committee for Agricultural Credits.

The Sub-Committee for Agricultural Credits met on April 20th, 1931, under the
chairmanship of M. Francois-Poncet (France), and again on May 13th under the chairmanship
of Mr. W. R. Smith (Great Britain), to examine a draft Convention, a Constituent Charter
and the Statute of an International Agricultural Credit Society prepared by a delegation of
the Financial Committee of the League of Nations. The contents and history of these documents
are summarised in the chapter of the present report dealing with financial questions.

(d) Reports from the League Organisations.

Reports on certain aspects of the economic depression and on the question of unemployment
were, subsequent to the Second Session of the Commission of Enquiry, prepared by the Economic
and Financial Organisation and the International Labour Office respectively.

(e) Meeting of the Committee on Organisation and Procedure.

The Organisation Committee met on March 24th, 1931, under the chairmanship of M. Briand.
It adopted the report on the constitution, organisation and methods of work of the Commission
of Enquiry presented by its Rapporteur M. Motta (Switzerland). The Commission of Enquiry
is a Commission of the League of Nations whose duty it is to submit reports to the Assembly
and the Council, which will decide on the effect to be given to its resolutions. The Commission
may, with the permission of the Assembly and the Council, resort for assistance to the technical
bodies and advisory committees of the League. Its meetings are open to States Members of
the League who do not sit upon it but who may wish to submit observations and participate
in its work. It will appoint ad hoc Committees to study special questions, determining their
composition, duties and terms of office. Members of the Commission desirous of placing questions
on the agenda are asked to communicate with the Secretary-General one month before the
opening of its sessions, sending at the same time a statement explaining the subject and
specifying its European aspects. The discussions of the Commission will in principle be public.

IV. THIRD SESSION OF THE COMMISSION.

The Commission of Enquiry met for its third session from May 15th to May 21st, 1931.
The proceedings opened with a general discussion of the economic situation in Europe in the
course of which declarations of policy were made by its members.

The Commission finally adopted a series of resolutions which were considered and approved
by the Council on May 22nd, 1931.

(a) Organisation and Procedure.

The Commission of Enquiry adopted the report of its Committee on Organisation and
Procedure and decided to forward it to the next Assembly of the League. It approved a
recommendation of the Organisation Committee to the effect that the Free City of Danzig
should be invited to participate in its work.

The Commission decided that Governments not represented on committees appointed
to consider special questions might submit to those committees memoranda or proposals and,
if necessary, delegate a representative to support them.

(b) Agricultural Credits.

The Commission approved a scheme for the creation of an international agricultural
Mortgage Credit Company as set out in texts, including a draft convention, prepared by the
Financial Committee with the co-operation of the Special Committee appointed at the previous
session. The Commission recommended the scheme for approval to the Council, and with
the agreement of the Council the Convention was opened for signature at a meeting of the
Commission of Enquiry. The Convention has been signed by sixteen European Governments 1.

(c) Appointment of an Economic Co-ordination Sub-Committee.

The Commission of Enquiry appointed an Economic Co-ordination Sub-Committee upon
which all the European States are to be represented to co-ordinate the work of its Special
Committees. The Sub-Committee will meet at Geneva on July 6th, 1931, and submit a report
to the Commission of Enquiry at a session to be held before the Assembly. The Sub-Committee
will be free to make to the Commission of Enquiry any proposals on economic questions which
it may think fit, and its competence is not necessarily limited to questions dealt with by the
Special Committees.

1 For the list of Governments having signed the Convention, see page 102.
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(d) Agricultural Problems.

The Commission of Enquiry decided that the Committee to study the problem of future
harvest surpluses of cereals, enlarged by the addition of the delegates of Hungary, Poland,
Roumania, Turkey and the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, should meet again on June
10th, 1931, to consider proposals made by various delegations cone s cerning agricultural problems.
It was understood that the Committee would take into account the results of the Wheat
Conferences held in Rome and London and, if it thought fit, get into touch with the overseas
wheat-exporting countries which took part in them. The first wheat Conference met in Rome
during March 1931 under the auspices of the International Institute of Agriculture. It was
a Conference of all countries interested in the production and trade in wheat. In the course
of its proceedings the representatives of the wheat-exporting countries decided to hold a further
Conference in London during May to discuss the marketing of supplies.

The Commission considered a communication from the International Institute of Agriculture
regarding the establishment of an international organisation for short-term agricultural credit
and asked to be kept informed of the progress of future work on this question.

The Commission recognised that, apart from measures now in course of preparation or
execution, such as the organisation of the grain market and the scheme for agricultural mortgage
credits, the establishment of agricultural preferences would ensure better prices for the Central
and Eastern Eateruropean grain exporters. It suggested that the Committee, meeting on June
25th to consider the problem of the export of harvest surpluses, should be entrusted with the
task of ensuring the application of an exceptional system of this nature and of co-ordinating
the various arrangements made or contemplated by the exporting States in agreement with
importing States. The Commission considered that facilities of this character could be granted
only as an exceptional temporary measure, subject to the interests of third States and that
any concessions made in return for agricultural preferences should not themselves be
preferential. The facilities would for the moment apply only to grain, and the question
of extending them to other agricultural products will be considered by the Co-ordination
Sub-Committee in July on the basis of material prepared by the Secretariat. Several
Governments made reservations on the subject of agricultural preference.

(e) Problems of Production and Trade.

The Commission requested the Council to convene a meeting with a view to the application
of the principles formulated in the Commercial Convention of March 24th, 1930. The Council,
acting upon this suggestion, authorised the Secretary-General to convene this meeting at
a suitable moment and after consulting the Economic Committee or its Bureau and the
President of the Conference with a view to Concerted Economic Action. Meanwhile the Com-
mission recommends the European States to conform as far as possible henceforward to the
principles laid down in the Convention.

The Commission decided to convene a Committee of highly qualified Experts to examine
all means likely to improve, as between the different countries, the organisation of production
and trade. The Committee of Experts will work in contact with their Governments and with
the economic organisations of the League and the International Labour Office. Its members
will be appointed by the following countries : Belgium, Great Britain, Czechoslovakia, France,
Germany, Italy, the Netherlands, Poland, Sweden and the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics.

(f) Credit Problems.

The Commission considered it highly desirable that the work of mutual aid among the
European countries should include an effective policy of financial co-operation in the matter
of long-term credit. It accordingly requested the Council to appoint a small Committee of
five members consisting of Government representatives to consider, in co-operation with a
delegation of the Financial Committee, what practical steps could be taken to facilitate the
issue of State loans of an international character by means of a more active intervention on
the part of the League of Nations, acting within the scope of its organisation and in agreement
with the bodies controlling the principal markets. The Council requested the following countries
to nominate members: Belgium, Great Britain, France, Sweden and Switzerland.

(g) Unemployment.

The Commission proposed that a Sub-Committee composed of six members of the Com-
mission should study, together with six members of the Governing Body of the International
Labour Office, the problem of unemployment and, in particular, the possibility of developing
forthwith the international placing of workers and the migration of workers in Europe. The
Sub-Committee will also consider a scheme submitted by the International Institute of
Agriculture for a better use of all the factors constituting production. The countries nominating
members are Austria, Czechoslovakia, Denmark, Germany, Great Britain and Yugoslavia.

(h) Farm Products of Animal Origin.

The Commission decided to refer to its Sub-Committee on Economic Co-ordination any
conclusions which the Economic Committee may reach in dealing with the problem of the
trade in, and transit of, farm products of animal origin.
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(i) Transit Questions.

The Commission requested the Council to ask the Communications and Transit Organisation
to study the question of international exchanges of electric power in Europe and to secure
for this purpose the assistance of the Belgian, Czechoslovak, Norwegian and Spanish Governments.

The Commission requested the Council to ask the Communications and Transit Organisation
to study also the question of Customs exemption for liquid fuel, if necessary, in collaboration
with the Economic Organisation. It invited the States Members of the Commission to forward
to the Secretariat particulars of the regulations applying to this subject in the different countries.

(j) Customs Nomenclature.

The Commission requested the Council to invite the Committee of Experts appointed to
frame a draft unified nomenclature to expedite its work, in order that its conclusions might
be submitted to the next Assembly.

(k) Treatment of Foreigners.

The Commission emphasised that effective co-operation between the European States
was impracticable unless the nationals and undertakings of one State received in the territory
of the other States equitable treatment approaching as near as possible to that accorded to
the nationals and undertakings of the State concerned. It noted that steps had already been
taken by several of its members to ensure the success of a second session of the International
Conference on the Treatment of Foreigners and that substantial agreement had been reached
on the majority of the important points at issue. It expressed its confidence in the successful
issue of the combined efforts of its members in dealing with the problem and hoped that the
delegates of the European States would at the next session of the Conference be furnished
with instructions allowing of the conclusion of a Convention representing a real improvement
in the present system.

(1) Austria.

The Commission noted a proposal that a committee be set up to consider measures by
which the difficulties peculiar to Austria might be remedied. The representative of Austria
stated that this Government proposed, if necessary, itself to submit suggestions concerning
the problems peculiar to Austria for consideration by the Special Committees appointed by
the Commission. The Commission approved this procedure.

(m) Pact of Economic Non-Aggression.

The Commission considered a draft protocol submitted by the delegation of the Union
of Soviet Socialist Republics and referred it for further consideration to the Economic Co-
ordination Sub-Committee.

6.

AUSTRO-GERMAN PROTOCOL FOR THE ESTABLISHMENT

OF A CUSTOMS UNION.

The Austro-German Protocol for the establishment of a Customs Union was signed and
published on March 19th, 1931, at Vienna. It embodied proposals for an agreement between the
two countries under which a single Customs law and a single Customs tariff would be put into
force in their territories and no Customs duty on imports or exports levied on exchanges of goods
between them. The question, at the request of the representative of Great Britain, was placed
on the agenda of the Council and considered by the Council on May 18th and 19th, 1931.

PROPOSAL OF THE REPRESENTATIVE OF THE UNITED KINGDOM TO REQUEST THE

PERMANENT COURT OF INTERNATIONAL JUSTICE FOR AN ADVISORY OPINION.

The British representative indicated the motives which had led him to bring the matter
before the Council. The compatibility of the Protocol with existing international obligations
appeared to involve a consideration of purely legal problems, for the solution of which a system
of procedure had been provided by the League. He had therefore felt it his duty, not only as
representing his Government, but as Acting President of the Council, to request the Council
to consider them at the first convenient opportunity.
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The British representative moved that the matter should be referred for an Advisory
Opinion to the Permanent Court of International Justice in the following terms:

"The Council of the League of Nations has the honour to request the Permanent
Court of International Justice to give an Advisory Opinion, in accordance with Article 14
of the Covenant, on the following question:

"Would a regime established between Germany and Austria on the basis and
within the limits of the principles laid down by the Protocol of March 19th, 1931,
the text of which is annexed to the present request, be compatible with Article 88 of
the Treaty of St. Germain and with Protocol No. I signed at Geneva on October 4th,
1922 ? 1

" The Council requests that the Permanent Court will be so good as to treat the
present request for an Advisory Opinion as a matter of urgency.

"The Secretary-General is authorised to submit the present request to the Court,
to give any assistance required in the examination of the question and, if necessary, to
take steps to be represented before the Court. "
The British representative hoped that his Austrian colleague would agree that, until the

Council had taken a decision on the Advisory Opinion of the Court, no further progress should
be made towards the establishment of the Customs Union.

He declared, in the course of his observations, that, in his opinion the issue raised important
economic and even political questions. He asked the Council, however, to confine itself for the
moment to the legal aspect of the question.

THE FRENCH MEMORANDUM.

The French Government, previous to the meeting of the Council, stated its views on the
Austro-German Protocol in a memorandum forwarded to the Secretary-General on May 14th,
1931. The French Government contended :

1. That the Austro-German Protocol was calculated to compromise the independence
of Austria and was inconsistent with the provisions of the Treaty of St. Germain and the
Protocol of October 4th, 1922

2. That the action taken by Austria and Germany might give rise to protests by
third States both on the ground of commercial agreements in force and in accordance
with the traditionally recognised principles of international law, particularly in connection
with the application of the most-favoured-nation clause 

3. That the proposed arrangement would present no real advantages for Austria but
might, on the contrary, seriously disorganise her economic life;

4. That the general effect of an Austro-German economic union on European
economy, far from representing a contribution to the economic reorganisation of Europe
by means of regional understandings, would introduce further disorder and confusion into
international relations;

5. That the negotiation of the Protocol, outside any European organisation and
under conditions of secrecy, was calculated to put the States whose co-operation was
desired in the cause of European union on the defensive and to prejudice public opinion
against the arrangement.

STATEMENT OF THE AUSTRIAN REPRESENTATIVE.

The representative of Austria accepted the proposal that the Permanent Court should
be asked for an Advisory Opinion. He felt it his duty at the same time to state the views of
the Austrian Government on the legal aspect of the question.

Austria, under the Protocol of October 4th, 1922, had assumed an obligation to shape her
financial policy in such a way that no financial burden would be imposed on the Powers
guaranteeing the reconstruction loan. That obligation had been fulfilled and was not under
consideration.

She had further undertaken not to alienate her independence. Neither had that obligation
been violated. The proposed Customs Union, which gave equal rights to both parties in every
respect, would in no sense compromise the independence of Austria. The two Governments,
in drafting the Protocol, had constantly borne in mind the stipulations of the Treaties of
St. Germain and Versailles and the provisions of the Geneva Protocol, and the whole scheme had
been conceived in all sincerity on lines of absolute equality as between the parties. The proposed
treaty aimed at a free exchange of goods between the two countries and co-operation in the

1 Article 88 of the Treaty of St. Germain states:
" The independence of Austria is inalienable otherwise than with the consent of the Council of the League

of Nations. Consequently Austria undertakes, in the absence of the consent of the said Council, to abstain from
any act which might directly or indirectly or by any means whatever compromise her independence, particularly
and until her admission to membership of the League of Nations, by participation in the affairs of another Power."
The Protocol of October 4th, 1922, was the instrument under which Austria was accorded a loan under the auspices

of the League with a view to her financial reconstruction. The Protocol includes an undertaking on the part of Austria
to "abstain from any negotiations . . . calculated directly or indirectly to compromise her independence " and
" not to violate her economic independence by granting to any State a special regime or exclusive advantages calculated
to threaten this independence ".
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sphere of commercial policy, Austria retaining her right to conclude, on her own behalf,
commercial treaties with third States.

The Geneva Protocol not only imposed on Austria the obligation to maintain her
independence, but also imposed on the Powers which had guaranteed the reconstruction loan
the obligation to respect that independence, and the Geneva Protocol should not be interpreted
in such a way that she must lose all freedom of action in her relations with foreign countries.

The Austrian representative, alluding to certain points contained in the French
memorandum, urged that it was for the Austrian Government itself to decide whether a Customs
Union with Germany would be of advantage. He contested the view that the Austro-German
Protocol might give rise to difficulties in the application of existing commercial agreements
and denied that the negotiations had been conducted in a particularly clandestine manner.

The Austrian representative, replying to a question put by the British representative,
gave an assurance that no further progress would be made towards the establishment of the
proposed Customs Union pending a decision of the Council on the Advisory Opinion of the
Court.

STATEMENT OF THE FRENCH REPRESENTATIVE.

The French representative, referring briefly to the points contained in the memorandum
which he had presented to the Council, welcomed the statement of the British representative
to the effect that the action of Austria and Germany raised important economic and even
political questions. He agreed that, for the time being, the problem was essentially a legal
one, but emphasised that there were other problems, based on economic and political con-
siderations which the Council would, at the proper moment, have to examine.

STATEMENT OF THE ITALIAN REPRESENTATIVE.

The Italian representative said that the examination of the economic aspect of the proposed
union carried out by the Italian technical departments had not led the Italian Government
to conclude that the economic evils from which Germany and Austria were suffering could
be remedied by a solution of the kind proposed. He agreed that, before going any further
into other aspects of the proposed union, it was necessary to consider whether it was compatible
with existing international obligations, and he supported the proposal to refer the matter to the
Permanent Court.

The proposed Austro-German Union had ostensibly purely economic aims, but it was not
always possible to distinguish between political and economic issues, and the development of
a situation sometimes exceeded the intentions of those who created it. The Italian Government
reserved the right, after considering all the elements of the problem, to form its own opinion
of the true scope of the proposal. He understood that, for the moment, all further negotia-
tions would be discontinued.

STATEMENT OF THE GERMAN REPRESENTATIVE.

The President of the Council, speaking as the German representative, said that his
Government was convinced that the principles embodied in the Austro-German Protocol were
in complete accord with existing treaties. Austria retained her capacity for free economic
action and there was no alienation of her independence. Economically he did not regard the
proposed Customs Union as the only means of salvation for Germany and Austria or contend
that such unions were the only key to all the difficulties with which Europe was beset. He
considered, however, that regional agreements should be organised as a necessary supplement
to action on collective and international lines.

He maintained that earlier instances of Customs unions did not go to show that they
necessarily involved far-reaching political consequences.

The German Government agreed that the Permanent Court should consider the legal
question, but any attempt to go further than that and to raise in the Council the point whether
the Austro-German plan implied a disturbance of good understanding or peace in Europe was,
to his mind, inadmissible. It was not possible for the Council of the League to examine treaties,
once their legal admissibility had been settled, from the standpoint of whether they were
acceptable or otherwise to third parties, and there had never yet been a case in which such
action had been taken. Special treatment in the present instance could only be justified by
reference to existing treaty provisions, and, once the legal question had been eliminated, any
attempt by the League to deal with the other issues involved would imply that the two States
concerned were regarded as having an inferior legal status.

STATEMENT OF THE CZECHOSLOVAK REPRESENTATIVE.

The Czechoslovak representative agreed that the Council should, for the moment, concern
itself only with the solution of the legal aspect of the problem. He considered, however, with
the British, French and Italian representatives, that the dispute had also economic and political
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aspects. The main lines of the Austro-German Protocol were not, in the opinion of the Czecho-
slovak Government, in accordance with the provisions of the Treaty of St. Germain and the
Geneva Protocol. The Customs Union could hardly fail to impair the economic independence
of Austria. The complete independence of the two States might be legally reserved, but
experience showed that the realities of political life developed regardless of such formal
stipulations. These considerations applied also to the intentions of the two Contracting parties
fully to honour their engagements towards third Powers and to enter into negotiations with
other States with a view to making similar arrangements. The proposed treaty, in the view
of Czechoslovakia, showed all the marks of an attempt to grant to one State a special regime
and exclusive advantages, which would be likely to threaten Austria's independence and which
was expressly forbidden by the Geneva Protocol of 1922.

Moreover, the conclusion of a Customs Union of the kind proposed, followed by such political
consequences as might be expected, would inevitably bring about the formation in Europe of new
political and economic groups with conflicting tendencies, and this would render more difficult
the ultimate achievement of a European Union such as might provide a natural solution for
the present difficulties. It would moreover raise the whole question of the application of the
most-favoured-nation clause and might result in a denunciation of commercial treaties, leading
to a further period of direct economic war in Europe.

The proposed Customs Union was calculated seriously to injure Czechoslovakia both
politically and economically. Austrian goods would be substituted for goods hitherto supplied
to Germany by Czechoslovakia, and German goods for Czechoslovak goods hitherto supplied
to Austria. Czechoslovakia, moreover, would be placed in a state of dependence as regards
access to the sea and compelled to send her goods in transit through the united Customs territories
for delivery to practically any other country.

He was convinced that the Council, when it had received the advisory opinion from the
Permanent Court and was in possession of all the necessary data, would, as guardian of the
peace of Europe and taking into consideration the interests of all the States concerned, take a
decision which would preserve intact his country's legitimate interests and reassure public
opinion.

STATEMENT OF THE YUGOSLAV REPRESENTATIVE.

The representative of Yugoslavia argued that, apart from the question of legal texts,
the Council would be entitled to consider the Austro-German Protocol to decide whether on
political grounds it was likely to disturb international relations. No Power had the right to
oppose absolutely the examination of any question which a Member of the League of Nations
might think fit to submit to the Council, and it was essential that no question which might
be laid before the Council should be made a question of national prestige. He desired to preserve
the Council's rights for the future, and accepted the proposal of the British representative
subject to these reservations.

FURTHER STATEMENT OF THE GERMAN REPRESENTATIVE.

The President, speaking as German representative, insisted that the question under
consideration was that of Austria's legal obligations. The Council was not concerned with
economic considerations. It would, in his view, be intolerable, in the event of the Permanent
Court deciding that the legal obligations of Austria had been fulfilled, that the Austrian and
German Governments should be reproached with having caused a disturbance of the peace.
He was convinced that the plan for a Customs Union could be fitted into the framework of
European unity; groups of a different character were already in process of formation, as, for
example, groups of agrarian countries in opposition to industrial countries. In every direction
regional combinations were coming into force and would, in the end, find their place in the
European system.

REPLY OF THE FRENCH REPRESENTATIVE.

The French representative, in reference to the question raised by the representative of
Yugoslavia, emphasised that all international problems were governed by an article of the
Covenant, under which any Member of the League was entitled to bring to the notice of the
Council any question calculated to disturb public opinion or prove harmful to the cause of
peace. No question of prestige was involved. Every Power should be prepared to agree to a
friendly and cordial discussion of any problem concerning its Members in a spirit of co-operation.
The question at present under consideration had become a general problem and one in which
all the European nations were concerned.

STATEMENT OF THE BELGIAN REPRESENTATIVE.

The Belgian representative declared his agreement with the proposal to request the
Permanent Court for an advisory opinion.

The draft resolution submitted by the British representative was adopted.
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7.

POLITICAL QUESTIONS.

I. RELATIONS BETWEEN POLAND AND LITHUANIA: COMMUNICATIONS FROM

THE GOVERNMENTS OF POLAND AND LITHUANIA.

The Lithuanian Government, in a letter dated from Kaunas on July 31st, 1930, asked that
there should be placed on the agenda of the Council a question concerning incidents which had
occurred in the region of the administrative line, infractions of the provisional arrangement
signted at Konigsberg and a suggestion that the Council should appoint a commission composed
of the nationals of neutral Powers.

The Secretary-General communicated this letter to the Polish Government, which replied
on August 20th, 1930. The Polish Government, without giving any opinion on the substance
of the allegations made by the Lithuanian Government regarding the frontier incidents and the
infraction of the provisional arrangement of Konigsberg, expressed the view that there was no
reason to modify the procedure for dealing with frontier incidents defined in the seventh paragraph
of the Council resolution of December 10th, 1927, and declared that it could not consent to the
appointment of the Commission suggested by the Lithuanian Government. The Polish Govern-
ment stated, moreover, that it was prepared to undertake direct negotiations with the Lithuanian
Government with a view to completing the arrangement of K6nigsberg by an agreement
defining methods of settling on the spot any frontier incidents which might arise and with a
view to settling, in agreement with the Lithuanian Government, the question of traffic on the
frontier waterways.

The Council, by its resolutions of December 10th, 1927, and December 14th, 1928, had
already recommended that the Governments of Poland and Lithuania should enter into direct
negotiations in order to establish such relations between the two neighbouring States as would
ensure " the good understanding . . .upon which peace depended ". It decided on
September 18th, 1930, to apply the same method. It asked the Governments to enter forthwith
into direct negotiations, to keep it informed of their progress and to report on the resulting
situation in January 1931.

The two parties submitted a report to the Council on January 24th, 1931. The negotiations
which had taken place at Berlin and at Geneva from December 15th, 1930, to January 20th,
1931, had related to three draft agreements namely, two draft agreements on the settlement
of incidents or conflicts arising out of the supervision or the crossing of the Polish-Lithuanian
administrative line (Polish draft and Lithuanian counter draft) and a draft arrangement relative
to the joint utilisation of the fluvial sectors of the Polish-Lithuanian administrative line drawn
up by the Polish delegation. The two parties had not arrived at an agreement, and the Council
decided to postpone the consideration of the question to its next session.

The Council received a further report from the representatives of Poland and Lithuania
during its session in May 1931. The two parties declared that they had not been able to con-
clude the agreement contemplated and that the negotiations had terminated at Geneva on
May 16th, 1931.

The Council expressed its regret that the negotiations had been unsuccessful and declared,
through its Rapporteur :

" I have felt it my duty to direct the attention of the representatives of the two
Governments to the responsibility which they would incur vis-a-vis the Council should any
act occur calculated to compromise order and tranquillity in the districts in question. I have
very great pleasure in informing you that the Polish and Lithuanian Ministers of Foreign
Affairs have given me on behalf of their Governments most explicit assurances that adequate
measures have been taken to avoid incidents - and will be taken in future should this be
necessary.

" The Council's efforts in this direction have been manifold, constant and invariably
effective, its last intervention having produced an important result: the immediate resto-
ration of tranquillity along the administrative line. Your Rapporteur is accordingly in
the happy position of being able to state to-day that no incident has occurred for close on a
year.

" In case, however, despite the goodwill of the two parties and despite the measures
already taken by them or that may be taken by them in the future, fresh incidents should
occur, it is my duty as Rapporteur to remind the representatives of Poland and Lithuania
on behalf of the Council:

" 1. That the provisional Arrangement of K6nigsberg provides in Article 10
that ' facilities other than those mentioned ' in that Arrangement may be
accorded, and in Article 11 that any difficulties shall be settled direct by the local
authorities; and

" 2. That the Council, in paragraph 7 of its resolution of December 10th, 1927,
laid down the procedure to be followed in the case of an incident or threat of an
incident. "

5A
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II. TERRITORY OF MEMEL.

The German Government, by a letter dated September 20th, 1930, forwarded to theSecretary-General a communication on the position which had arisen in the Territory of Memelproposing that the question should, as a matter of urgency, be placed on the agenda of theCouncil.1

The communication was immediately forwarded to the members of the Council and to theLithuanian Government. The Lithuanian Government, by a letter dated September 22nd,
1930, which was also distributed to the Council, maintained that the request of the German
Government as formulated could not be the subject of discussion before the Council.

The Council, on the proposal of its President, appointed a committee of jurists whoexpressed the view that the question might be placed on the agenda of the Council.
The representative of Lithuania, while making reservations on the procedure followed,assented to the question being discussed. Certain of the questions to which the attention ofthe Council had been drawn by the German Government were immediately settled by means of

direct conversation between the parties. The Rapporteur to the Council said that, in respectof other questions of a legal and financial character, he hoped to communicate to the Councila report embodying definite suggestions at its next session. The question, however, was againadjourned by the Council in January 1931.
During the session of the Council held in May 1931 an agreement was reached on thefinancial questions, the Lithuanian Government having requested the assistance of experts ofthe League of Nations.
The Council noted, in respect of the legal questions, that the Powers referred to inparagraph 2 of Article 17 of the Memel Convention had entered into negotiations with theLithuanian Government regarding the application of the provisions of that paragraph and thatthe legal questions submitted to it were therefore at that moment being dealt with according

to the appropriate procedure.

III. SIXTH REPORT OF THE STRAITS COMMISSION FORWARDED TO THE LEAGUE
OF NATIONS UNDER ARTICLE 15 OF THE STRAITS CONVENTION SIGNED
ON JULY 24th, 1923.

On April 1st, 1931, the Chairman of the Straits Commission sent a note to the Secretary-
General of the League of Nations accompanied by a report on the work of the Commission
for the year 1930. The report is divided into three parts: The first part deals with the workof the Commission in 1930; the second part contains information as at January 1st, 1931,on the conditions governing the passage of ships and aircraft through the Straits; the thirdpart contains documentary annexes.

In the first part the Commission gives the composition of the most powerful naval forcein the Black Sea, which was that of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, as at January 1st,1930. It then reports on the passage of naval vessels through the Straits during the past yearand declares that the passage into the Black Sea of two Russian vessels from the Baltic was inconformity with the provisions of the Straits Convention.
The report also deals with the health regulations in force in the Straits. The Commission

as in 1928 protests against the levying of taxes on vessels in transit. The vessels proceeding
to a foreign port on the Black Sea pay duties twice as high as those levied on vessels proceeding
to Istambul. They pay these duties in crossing the Straits in either direction. In 1930, owing toexceptional circumstances resulting from the application in Russia of the five-year plan, thetaxes thus levied by the Turkish authorities on international shipping amounted to £70,000 forthe total traffic through the Straits. The Commission considers that no tax should be levied on
vessels in transit which do not engage in any commercial transaction in Turkey.

The Commission declares that the taxes for salvage which are levied at three times thepre-war rate are disproportionate to the services effectively rendered to shipping by the TurkishSalvage Department.
The Commission draws attention to the increase of maritime commercial traffic in theStraits. The amount of traffic in 1930 was 40 per cent higher than in 1929, being 17,864,753 tonsin 1930 as compared with 12,767,012 in 1929.
The Secretary-General, acting under a resolution adopted by the Council on June 5th, 1928,has communicated the report of the Straits Commission to the States iM/embers of the League ofNations, to the Powers which signed the Straits Convention and to the technical organisationsof the League - namely, the Health Committee, the Permanent Committee of the Office inter-national d'Hygiene publique, the Permanent Advisory Commission for Military, Naval andAir Questions and the Advisory and Technical Committee for Communications and Transit.

1 The German Government complained that the Convention of Memel of May 8th, 1924, had been infringed inthe following respects: (1) failure to obser ve democratic and parliamentary principles in the constitution of theDirectorate; (2) obstruction of the Diet's legislative work; (3) encroachments on judicial authority; (4) hindrancesto the operation of the Financial Regulations laid down in the Statute of Memel; (5) maintenance and application ofthe state of war; and (6) interference with freedom of suffrage (Official Journal, November 1930, page 1619).
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8.

ADMINISTRATIVE QUESTIONS.

I. SAAR TERRITORY.

The Council, during its sessions held in September 1930 and January 1931, dealt with
two questions relative to the Territory of the Saar - namely, freedom of transport and transit
on the Saar railways and the appointment of the chairman and members of the Governing
Commission.

The Council and the Members of the League of Nations have been kept informed of the
various questions relating to the Saar by the periodical reports of the Governing Commission
published in the Official Journal of the League.

APPOINTMENT OF THE GOVERNING COMMISSION.

The Council, on January 22nd, 1931, appointed the Chairman and the five members of the
Governing Commission for a period of one year as from April 1st, 1931. The Commission is
at present composed of the following members:

M. D'EHRNROOTH (Finnish);
M. KOSSMANN (Saar Territory);
M. MORIZE (French);
M. VEZENSKY (Czechoslovak);
Sir Ernest WILTON (British), Chairman.

FREEDOM OF TRANSPORT AND TRANSIT ON THE RAILWAYS OF THE TERRITORY OF THE SAAR.

The Council, during its meetings on September 9th and 12th, 1930, dealt with the question
of freedom of transport and transit on the Saar railways. On March 12th, 1927, it had decided
to establish forces for the protection of the Saar railways and of the Railway Commission and
had fixed their maximum number at eight hundred men. It was understood that the Governing
Commission might, if it considered that a reduction were possible, take any step which might
be necessary for that purpose without referring the matter to the Council.

The Governing Commission informed the Council in July 1930 that the Railway Commission
of the Saar had been reduced by a certain number of units. 1 The Commission added, in a
report submitted to the Council in August 1930, that the evacuation of the left bank of the
Rhine in June 1930 had created a new situation and that, in view of this fact, it had reduced
the number of the forces protecting the railways of the Territory. On August 31st, 1930, these
numbers stood at two hundred French and fifty Belgian units. The numbers of the Railway
Commission had been reduced to seventy-five units, and enquiries were in progress with a view
to a further reduction. Any further decision in the matter was left by the Governing Commission
to the Council.

The representative of Germany, at a meeting of the Council on September 9th, 1930,
observed that, owing to the evacuation of the Rhineland, there was no longer any reason for
maintaining forces to protect the Saar railways, and he asked the Council to take an immediate
decision for their suppression. The Council, on the request of the representative of France,
asked the representatives of France and Germany to go into the question together with the
assistance of the representative of Italy, who was acting as Rapporteur to the Council.

This Committee met on September 10th. It asked the Governing Commission to
consider whether it could guarantee freedom of transport and transit in the Saar as provided
in the treaty and upon what conditions. The Governing Commission met at Geneva and
unanimously adopted the following declaration:

" In the event of the Council deciding to suppress the Railway Commission and the
Defence Force, the Governing Commission would declare itself in a position to accept the
responsibility for the security of transport and transit on the Saar railways in the following
manner:

" 1. In fixing the number of, and the training and assignment of their duties
to, the local gendarmerie, the Governing Commission will take into special account
the necessity of ensuring the protection of transport and transit.

" 2. It will complete the arrangements - which are already in course of
preparation - for the establishment of a special organ to ensure, from the technical
point of view, the security of transport and transit.

'See Official Journal, 1930, Special Supplement No. 84, V. page 358.
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"3. In the event of disturbances, the Governing Commission has already, by
interpretation of the provisions of the Peace Treaty, reserved to itself the right to
call for the units, technical or military, requisite for the maintenance of traffic. "

The Council, on September 12th, noted the declaration of the Governing Commission
and decided -to suppress the protecting forces and the Railway Commission. This decision
was to be carried into effect within three months.

The representatives of Germany and France expressed the hope that the Governing
Commission would never need to ask for the assistance to which in the event of disturbances
it contemplated having recourse with a view to guaranteeing security of transport and transit
in the Territory.

The Council on December 1st and.15th, 1930, was informed by the Governing Commission
that the resolution of September 12th had been carried into effect. A hundred members of
the local gendarmerie of the Saar would, in case of need, be entrusted with the protection
of the railways. For the security of transport and transit from the technical point of view
a body had been established, employing about one thousand officials entrusted with protective
and technical duties.

The French and Belgian troops composing the Railway Commission and the protecting
forces left the Saar on December 12th, 1930.

The Governing Commission in its forty-fifth periodical report states that, following the
departure of the protecting forces, the buildings thus becoming available were transformed
into housing accommodation or assigned to the public services.

CHANGES IN THE POSITION OF DOCUMENTS PRESERVED WITH A VIEW TO THE

PLEBISCITE OF 1935.

The Provisional Records Commissioner for the Saar Plebiscite made certain recommenda-
tions in his report dated October 31st, 1923, concerning the official notification to the
Secretariat of the League of Nations and to the Saar Governing Commission of any change
in the position -as indicated in the original returns prepared by him of documents preserved
with a view to the plebiscite.

The seven landrate of the Territory and the btirgermeister of the town of Saarbruck have,
in accordance with these recommendations, sent quarterly reports for the period April Ist,
1930, to March 31st, 1931. The Governing Commission has also sent two half-yearly reports
for the year 1930. The local authorities continue to send a special notification of any change
in the position of documents, as laid down in the recommendation.

MINING DISASTER AT MAYBACH.

The Governing Commission on November 6th, 1930, sent to the Council a detailed report
on the mining disaster which occurred at Maybach in October 1930.

GENERAL QUESTIONS.

The Council on May 17th, 1920, approved an arrangement under which the Saar Governing
Commission was to provide the League with detailed information on all political, economic,
financial, social and other questions connected with the Saar Basin which might be of interest
to the League, together with all the official publications of the Governing Commission.

The Governing Commission has, under this arrangement, sent to the League of Nations
its forty-third, forty-fourth and forty-fifth periodical reports, covering the third and fourth
quarters of 1930 and the first quarter of 1931.

Certain questions dealt with in these reports are indicated below.

1. Political Situation.

The Advisory Council and Technical Committee, during their sessions held within the
period July 1930 to March 1931, considered certain draft decrees submitted for their opinion
by the Governing Commission. These drafts dealt with various questions, including social
insurance, taxation, commerce, industry and rents.

The term of office of the members of the Advisory Council which expired on March 31st,
1931, has been prolonged for one year. The term of office of the member of the Technical
Committee, appointed for one year has been prolonged up to December 31st, 1931.

The Governing Commission, during the month of February 1930, dealing with the state
of the labour market, considered the situation of workers inhabiting Germany and coming to
take up work in the Saar (Saargainger) and receiving subsidies from the German Government.
These subsidies not only include a repayment of travelling expenses but a direct allowance
of from 7 to 14 marks per month. The practice gives rise to a very special situation, and the
Governing Commission has asked the German Government to negotiate with a view to
putting an end to it.
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Negotiations were held during February 1930, at Wiesbaden between the delegates of the
Governing Commission and the delegates of the German Government. The Governing
Commission submitted economic arguments and raised serious legal objections to the system
of subsidies which results in giving workers not inhabiting the Saar privileges as compared with
the inhabitants themselves. The delegates of the German Government refused to suppress the
subsidies, and the delegates of the Governing Commission, explicitly reserving the right of the
Commission to regulate and control the labour market in the Saar Territory, confined itself
to asking the German delegates to submit to the German Government any proposal which they
might consider expedient in order to put an end to the abuses to which their attention had
been drawn.

2. Economic and Social Situation.

The periodical reports contain, in addition to detailed information on production and
the index figure for the cost of living, information on the conditions of the labour market.
During the third quarter of 1930 the situation of the labour market did not improve and it
became worse during the following quarter. It became necessary to introduce unemployment
days in the mines, the heavy industries and the pottery works, and certain firms have been
obliged to close their works and to dismiss their staff. The number of unemployed increased
from 6,335 on July 2nd, 1930, to 7,185 on September 10th, 1930; from 7,458 on October 1st,
1930, to 12,900 on December 10th, 1930; and from 17,195 on January 7th, 1931, to 20,435 on
March 6th, 1931. In the corresponding period of last year the member diminished from 10,206
to 9,846. During the first quarter of 1931 there was a strike of glassworkers, quarrymen and
cutters. The Governing Commission has taken various steps to provide work for the
unemployed.

The metallurgical industry denounced their collective wages contract as from January 1st,
1931. The employers claimed a reduction of 12 per cent in wages, but this proposal has not
been accepted by the syndicates. The Conciliation Committee was unable to settle the dispute,
and the Governing Commission, at the request of the parties, intervened in December 1930,
and recommended an arrangement. The Governing Commission, moreover, declared itself
ready to negotiate with the syndicates upon the course to be adopted in the event of partial
unemployment.

In January 1931 the State mines denounced their collective wage contracts, and as the
result of negotiations the miners' wages were reduced by 6.5 per cent in two stages upon March 1st
and May 1st, 1931. In certain cases unemployment benefit was accorded for days on which
no work was done. On March 1st, 1931, a new collective contract was signed, reducing wages
as above described. The mines have also announced their intention of reducing the salaries
of their employees by 6 per cent as from April 1st, 1931.

3. Finances of the Territory.

The report for the first quarter of 1931 contains detailed information on the Budget
and the general financial position of the Territory.

The general budget, as finally established for the financial period April 1st, 1931, to March
30th, 1932, shows a total expenditure of 521,299,080 French francs, with a credit balance of
1,431,014 French francs. To ensure budgetary equilibrium a sum of 35,700,851 French francs
has been taken from the surplus for the 1927 financial period.

The Governing Commission has brought up to date the figures relating to the general
financial situation given in its forty-first periodical report, for the period January-
March, 1930 . The assets of the Governing Commission amounted on March 10th, 1931,
in round figures to 180,285,000 French francs, derived from the surplus of the previous
financial periods. These assets are not, however, liquid and the funds immobilised for general
utility purposes (various loans) amount to 74,345,472 French francs. The Governing
Commission cannot count upon a repayment of its loans when they fall due in all cases, and
the financial position of the Governing Commission makes it necessary to pay more attention
than in the past to the liquidation of its assets.

The Governing Commission states that only the reserves, constituted in prosperous
years with a view to periods of crisis, have enabled it to avoid resorting to further fiscal measures
at a moment when the situation is affected by the general economic depression. The present
state of the finances of the Territory, in the opinion of the Governing Commission, require
the strictest economy and the most prudent management.

4. Public Education.

In April 1931, othe centre group of the Advisory Council of the Saar submitted to the
Governing Commission a complaint co ncerning ertain cases of pressure alleged to have been
exercised in connection with the entry of pupils for the primary shools of the French State
Mines in the Saar. It is alleged that certain miners were urged by teachers or officials of the
mines to enter children for these schools under more or less explicit threats that they might
otherwise suffer prejudice.

The Governing Commission has also considered documents submitted by the Mines
Administration formulating similar complaints against certain teachers, members of the
clergy or municipal administrations alleged to have brought pressure to bear by various
means upon parents with children at the State schools.

1 See Official Journal, 1930, Special Supplement No. 84, page 276.
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In conformity with the decision taken by the Governing Commission on April 15th, 1930,an enquiry was instituted into these complaints and the Commission has annexed to its forty-fifth periodical report a detailed account of this enquiry.
The Governing Commission reports in the following terms:

" There is nothing to show that the Mining Administration has exercised direct orindirect pressure on miners to enter their children for the State school. On the contrary,it must be admitted that the Mining Administration has faithfully conformed to thestatement of the Governing Commission of February 6th, 1925.1 The only question thatmight be raised is whether certain intermediate officials or teachers may not have actedcontrary to this statement.
" It has not been possible to establish whether or not the complaint of the MiningAdministration against the teachers is founded in a majority of cases. The Press mentionsthat the teaching corps and various members of the clergy are showing considerable activity.There are also numerous complaints against the relief departments of certain communes.Although, in general, it has been possible to establish whether the complaints are founded,it is certain that acts have been committed which are contrary to the decision of the GoverningCommission of February 6th, 1925.

The Commission affirms that propaganda is being made for and against the State schools,but is of opinion that is has neither the right nor the power to prohibit it unless it resortsto illegitimate methods. It asks those concerned " to avoid any acts or words that mighthave a character or even a semblance of compulsion ". It adds that the only factor that canbe taken into consideration is the free decision of the parents, and this factor must be respectedby all.

5. International Agreements.

The Governing Commission on March 13th, 1930, ratified the Additional Protocol to theInternational Air Navigation Convention, signed on December 11th, 1929.

6. Administrative Activities of the Governing Commission.
The periodical reports of the Governing Commission, in addition to detailed informationupon its activities, include chapters on the following subjects: finance, economic questions,mines administration, air questions, public works, railways, posts, telegraphs and telephones,Justice, education, public relief and social hygiene, agriculture and forests, labour and socialinsurance.

II. FREE CITY OF DANZIG.

The Council, during its sessions in September 1930 and May 1931, considered the followingquestions relating to the Free City of Danzig: admission of Danzig to the International LabourOrganisation, amendments to the constitution of Danzig, renewal of the term of office of theHigh Commissioner at Danzig, appointment of the Chairman of the Harbour Board, the treatmentof Polish nationals and other persons of Polish origin or speech at Danzig, the specialreport of the High Commissioner concerning Danzig-Polish relations.
The Council, during its session in September 1930, also dealt with the question of theloan of the Free City (1927) and, during its session in May 1931, with the loan of the Municipalityof Danzig (1925).

RENEWAL OF THE TERM OF OFFICE OF THE HIGH COMMISSIONER.

The term of office of Count Gravina as High Commissioner of the League of Nations atDanzig will expire on June 22nd, 1932. The Council has asked Count Gravina to consent toa renewal of his appointment, and Count Gravina has acceded to that request. Accordinglyon May 22nd, 1931, the Council appointed him High Commissioner at Danzig for a furtherperiod of three years as from June 22nd, 1932.

APPOINTMENT OF THE PRESIDENT OF THE DANZIG HARBOUR BOARD.

The High Commissioner, in a letter dated April 8th, 1931, asked the Council to appointa President of ihe Harbour Board, in accordance with paragraph 2 of Article 19 of the Conventionbetween Poland and Danzig of November 9th, 1920. Article 19 provides that, failing anagreement between the Danzig and Polish Governments on the choice of a President of theHarbour Board, the Council of the League shall be requested by the High Commissioner toappoint a President of Swiss nationality. The Council on May 22nd, 1931, appointed M. KarlBeliziger President of the Harbour Board for a period of three years from the date on which hetook up his duties. M. Benziger assumed office on June 2nd, 1931.

1 In this resolution the Commission states that it is the right of all mine employees to send their children to thepublic school or to the State School, and that this decision must not involve any prejudice to those concerned.
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AMENDMENTS TO THE CONSTITUTION.

Article 49 of the Constitution of Danzig stipulates that amendments to it shall only enter
into force after they have been communicated to the League of Nations and after the League
has declared that it has no objection to them.

The High Commissioner at Danzig in July 1930 referring to this article, communicated
to the Council the text of a law for the amendment of the Constitution of the Free City.

The principal amendments relate to the number of deputies elected to the Popular
Assembly, which has been reduced from 120 to 72; the conditions under which the Popular
Assembly may be dissolved; and the number of Senators, which has been reduced from 22
to 12. The last amendment further provides that all the members of the Senate shall in future
be elected for an indefinite period and that they must all secure, individually and collectively,
the confidence of the Popular Assembly.

The Council on September 9th, 1930, after examining these amendments in the light
of its previous resolutions, authorised the High Commissioner of Danzig to inform the Senate
that the League of Nations raised no objections to them.

QUESTION OF THE ADMISSION OF DANZIG TO THE INTERNATIONAL LABOUR ORGANISATION.

The Council, on September 9th, 1930, noted an Advisory Opinion of the Permanent Court
of International Justice on the question whether the special legal status of the Free City of
Danzig permitted of the Free City becoming a member of the International Labour
Organisation. The text of the Advisory Opinion was communicated to the Director of the
International Labour Office for the information of the Governing Body of that Organisation.

SPECIAL REPORT OF THE HIGH COMMISSIONER.

The High Commissioner on April 25th, 1931, addressed a special report to the members
of the Council on the recent crisis in the relations between Danzig and Poland.

The High Commissioner declared that a general state of tension had come about in
Polish-Danzig relations at a moment when internal disputes provoked by the extremists
of the right and left, who had gained considerable ground in the last elections at Danzig, had
begun to be frequent. An atmosphere liable to give rise to incidents between Danzigers and
Poles had thus been created and these incidents had given rise from the autumn of 1930 to
complaints on the part of the diplomatic representative of Poland addressed to the Senate
of the Free City. The High Commissioner in this report gave a detailed account of these
events which had led the representative of Poland at Danzig to resign his post and of the
attitude adopted by himself in the circumstances.

The Council examined this report on May 22nd, 1931. It approved the attitude of the
High Commissioner and the line of policy which he had adopted. It further approved the
conclusions of the report submitted by the representative of Great Britain embodying a
statement concerning the duties of the High Commissioner. The Rappor-teur emphasised, in
particular, that the duties of the High Commissioner, though of a judicial character, might
be described as those of a mediar andrepresative of the League.

The Council asked the High Commissioner to renew the representations which he had
already made to -the Senate of Danzig regarding the abuse of the habit of wearing uniform within
the territory of the Free City. The Council further expressed its disapproval of any demonstra-
tions or any action directed against the status of the Free City from any quarter whatsoever.
It invited the parties to take all necessary steps towards restoring a spirit of confidence
and collaboration in the relations between Poland and Danzig and towards calming public
opinion in the two countries.

The High Commissioner was invited to submit a new report on the situation at the next
session of the Council.

TREATMENT OF POLISH NATIONALS AND OTHER PERSONS OF POLISH ORIGIN OR SPEECH IN

THE FREE CITY OF DANZIG : REQUEST FOR AN ADVISORY OPINION FROM THE PERMANENT

COURT OF INTERNATIONAL JUSTICE.

The High Commissioner at Danzig, inl a letter dated March 31st, 1931, asked the Council
to reqiuest the Permanent Coyrt of International Justice for an Advisory Opinion on the legal
points in regard to which differences of opinion had arisen between the Danzig and Polish
Governments in connection with the question, at that moment subject to his decision, relating
to the treatment of Polish nationals and other persons of Polish origin or language at Danzig.
The Council on May 22nd, 1931, asked the Permanent Court for an Advisory Opinion on
the two following questions:

" I. Is the question of the treatment of Polish nationals and other persons of Polish
origin or speech in the territory of the Free City of Danzig to be decided solely by reference
to Article 104 (5) of the Treaty of Versailles and Article 33, paragraph 1, of the Convention
of Paris (and any other treaty provisions in force which may be applicable), or also iby
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reference to the Constitution of the Free City; and is the Polish Government, accordingly
entitled to submit to the organs of the League of Nations, by the method provided for
in Article 103 of the Treaty of Versailles and Article 39 of the Convention of Paris,
disputes concerning the application to the above-mentioned persons of the provisions
of the Danzig Constitution and other laws of Danzig ?

" 2. What is the exact interpretation of Article 104 (5) of the Treaty of Versailles
and of Article 33, paragraph 1, of the Convention of Paris, and, if the reply to Question 1
is in the affirmative, of the relevant provisions of the Constitution of the Free City ? 

PARTICIPATION OF DANZIG IN INTERNATIONAL TREATIES AND AGREEMENTS.

In conformity with the procedure adopted by the Council on September 6th, 1929, for the
exercise of the right of veto of the High Commissioner in respect of treaties applying to Danzig,
the Council has been informed by the High Commissioner of the participation of the Free City
in the following Conventions and Agreements : International Convention relating to Motor
Traffic of April 24th, 1926; Universal Postal Convention of June 28th, 1929; Convention
of Berne for the Protection of Literary and Artistic Works of September 9th, 1886, revised
at Berlin on November 13th, 1908, and at Rome on June 2nd, 1928; Agreement relating to
Railway Traffic between Eastern Prussia and Other Countries (through Poland, Danzig and
Germany) and Traffic between Germany and Other Countries (through Poland, Danzig
and Eastern Prussia), concluded at Berlin on November 21st, 1930; International Convention
for Saving Life at Sea of May 31st, 1929.

The Council in August 1930 was informed that the Polish Government, under the resolution
of the Council of May 17th, 1922, had decided to give effect to a request of the Danzig Senate
concerning the deposit of a declaration under which the Free City would, in conformity with
paragraph 2 of Article 36 of the Statute of the Permanent Court of International Justice, be
subject for a period of five years to the jurisdiction of the Court in respect of disputes with
States which, so far as they were concerned, had assumed an identical obligation.

The High Commissioner declared that in his opinion there was no reason for him in the
above cases to exercise the right of veto provided in Article 6 of the Convention between Poland
and Danzig of November 9th, 1920. No member of the Council had, within the period prescribed
by the procedure to be followed in regard -to the veto, asked that these questions should be
placed on the agenda of the Council.

RELATIONS BETWEEN DANZIG AND POLAND.

(a) Agreements concluded between Danzig and Poland.

According to information received by the High Commissioner a certain number of
agreements have been concluded between the Government of Danzig and the Polish Government,
either directly or through the High Commissioner.

(b) Decisions of the High Commissioner.

Article 39 of the Convention concluded between Poland and Danzig on November 9th,
1920, provides that any dispute arising between the Danzig and Polish Governments should
be referred for decision to the High Commissioner. A certain number of questions have been
submitted to the High Commissioner either for decision under Article 39 of the Convention
or with a view to mediation.

The following is a brief list of some of -these questions:

1. Ice-breaking on the Vistula. - The High Commissioner on July 18th, 1930, gave a
decision on this subject which was accepted by the two Governments.

2. Acquisition of sites for the extension of the railway belonging to the Harbour Board. -
The High Commissioner on July 18th, 1930, gave a decision on this subject which was accepted
by the two Governments.

3. Railway questions. - The High Commissioner in 1930 requested advice under the
procedure laid down on Jule 11th, 1925 on certain questions relating to the Danzig
railways 1. These questions related to the management of the Polish railways at Danzig,
the question of the "Aufsichtsbehorde", the status of Danzig employees in the service of
the Polish railway administration and the competence of the Danzig delegate in dealing with
the Polish administration.

The Permanent Legal Committee of the Advisory Committee for Communications and
Transit, to which these questions were submitted, considered them in June and September
1930. Its opinion was communicated to the High Commissioner on October 1930.

Other railway questions related to the allocation of railway material, the liberty of railway
employees to select schools for their children and the relations between the " Macierz Szkolna ,
a Polish School Association at Danzig, and the Polish railway administration at Danzig.

4. Use of the Port of Danzig by Poland. - The Government of Danzig in May 1930 asked
the High Commissioner for a decision concerning the competition between the ports of Gdynia

1 See Official Journal, 1930, Special Supplement No. 84, page 360.
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and Danzig. The High Commissioner, in accordance with the procedure approved by the
Council on June 11th, 1925, requested a legal opinion on the following question:

"Does the decision of the High Commissioner of August 15th, 1921, Point VII (" The
Polish Government will engage to make full use of the Port of Danzig, whatever other
ports she may open in the future on the Baltic coast ") constitute an obligation for Poland,
or is it merely a recommendation and what is its legal scope ?"

The Rapporteur to the Council for Danzig questions, in conformity with the customary
procedure, appointed as members of a Legal Committee with a view to advising the High
Commissioner, the following persons: M. RAESTAD, former Minister for Foreign Affairs of
Norway, member of the Permanent Arbitration Court of The Hague, Sir John Fischer
WILLIAMS, Privy Councillor, formerly Legal Adviser of the British Government on the
Reparations Commission, and M. HOSTIE, member of the Legal Committee of the A.dvisory
and Technical Committee for Communications and Transit. The Committee, under the
chairmanship of M. Raestad, held two sessions in January and February 1931, in the course

Poland.
The opinion of the Committee was communicated to the High Commissioner on

April 16th-, 1931.

5. Treatment of Polish nationals and other persons of Polish origin or language at Danzig.
- This question was examined by -the Council during its session in May 1931 (see above).

6. Registration at the Secretariat of the League of Nations by Poland of the Danzig-Polish
Agreement concluded at Warsaw on October 24th, 1921. The Agreement was registered by
Poland on May 5th, 1931.

7. The Polish Postal Service in the port of Danzig.

8. Case of the Life Insurance Company of Eastern Prussia.

9. Case of the Creche for children of the Polish minority directed by the " Macierz Szkolna ",
a Polish School Association at Danzig.

10. Distribution of the Customs Receipts between Poland and Danzig. - At the request
of the High Commissioner and in agreement with the two Governments, the Secretary-General
has appointed M. Hausermann, Inspector-General of the Swiss Customs, to assist the High
Commissioner in establishing a technical basis with a view to arriving at a friendly settlement
of this question.

11. The establishment of passports for Danzig nationals.

12. Application to employees and officials in Polish offices at Danzig of a Danzig decree
concerning the tax known as the " Festbesoldetensteuer .

III. MIXED GRECO-BULGARIAN EMIGRATION COMMISSION. 1

ADVISORY OPINION OF THE PERMANENT COURT OF INTERNATIONAL JUSTICE.

The Council on January 16th, 1930, asked the Permanent Court of International Justice

to give an Advisory Opinion, for the guidance of the Mixed Commission, on the interpretation

of the clauses of the Greco-Bulgarian Convention of November 27th, 1919, relating to
communities.

The Council on September 8th, 1930, noted the Advisory Opinion of the Permanent Court
and forwarded it to the Mixed Commission.

IV. MIXED COMMISSION FOR THE EXCHANGE OF GREEK AND TURKISH

POPULATIONS. 2

GRECO-TURKISH CONVENTION OF JUNE 10TH, 1930, AND OPINION OF THE NEUTRAL MEMBERS

OF THE MIXED COMMISSION, DATED JUNE 12TH, 1930.

The Secretary-General in September 1930 communicated to the Council for information
the text of the Greco-Turkish Convention concluded on June 10th, 1930, together with the

1 The Mixed Commission set up under the Convention of November 27, 1919, between Greece and Bulgaria consists
of members appointed by each of the two contracting States and of two members (one of whom must be elected Chairman)
appointed by the Council of the League of Nations. The present Council nominees are Mr. CORFE (New Zealand) and
M. DE REYNIER (Switzerland).

2 The Mixed Commission set up under the Convention concluded between the Greek and Turkish Governments

on January 30th, 1923, consists of two representatives of Greece, two representatives of Turkey and three neutral members
chosen by the Council of the League of Nations. The Commission is presided over in turn by each of the three neutral
members. The present Council nominees are M. ANDERSEN (Denmark), M. HOLSTAD (Norway) and M. RIVAS VICUNA
(Chile).
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opinion which the neutral members of the Mixed Commission had been asked to give underArticle 4 of the Convention on the settlement of the question of the liquidation of the propertyof the populations exchanged. That opinion has been accepted by the two Governments.

V. MIXED COMMISSION FOR UPPER SILESIA.

In August 1930, M. Calonder, Chairman of the Mixed Commission for Upper Silesia,tendered his resignation for family reasons as from the end of July 1931. The Council onSeptember 18th, 1930, at the request of the representatives of Germany and Poland, urgentlybegged him to reconsider his decision.
The Council was informed on September 27th, 1930, that M. Calonder had withdrawnhis resignation in accordance with the wishes expressed.

9.

PROTECTION OF MINORITIES

I. INTRODUCTION.

During the period covered by the present report, the activities of the League of Nationsin regard to the protection of minorities have in general been twofold: An examination by theCouncil of the questions placed on its agenda and an examination of petitions by the MinoritiesCommittees in conformity with the usual procedure.
The Council, since the last session of the Assembly, has examined a certain number ofcases relating to Upper Silesia submitted by persons belonging to a minority under theprovisions of the Convention between Germany and Poland of May 15th, 1922, relating tothe right to petition and to methods of appeal. The situation of the German minority in theVoivodie of Silesia (Poland) with respect to the incidents which took place during thepreparation of the last Polish elections was examined in detail by the Council as the resultof two notes submitted by the German Government and a petition from the "Deutscher

Volksbund ". The Council at the same time examined the situation of the Polish minorityin the Voivodies of Poznan and Pomorze, also with reference to the preparation of the lastelections. The matter was brought before the Council by a note received from the German
Government.

The Council has, moreover, been asked to deal with a question concerning the Hungarianminority in Transylvania raised in a petition presented by the descendants of the formerSzekler (Hungarian) frontier guard regiment. It was placed on the agenda of the Council,together with the observations of the Roumanian Government in regard to it, at the requestof tme representatives of Persia, Great Britain and Norway, members of the Minorities
Committee, which examined these petitions under the Council resolution of October 25th, 1930.The procedure followed in dealing with minorities petitions as set forth in the supplementaryreport of the Secretary-General to the Assembly in 1925, completed by the supplementary
report -to the Assembly in 1929, has been regularly applied during the period covered by thepresent report. In conformity with this procedure, in addition to the Minorities Commit-teeswhich met regularly during the Council sessions at Geneva, a certain number of Committees
met between the Council sessions of January and May 1931 in Paris and in London.Whenever the examination of a petition was completed without thtion e members of the relevantCommittee asking that it should be included in the agenda of the Council, they haveinformed by letter the other members of the Council of the result of the examination.

II. PROCEDURE.

INTERPRETATION OF THE COUNCIL RESOLUTION OF JUNE IOTH, 1925.

The representative of Yugoslavia asked the Council to consider, during its session inJanuary 1931, the interpretation to be given to the resolution of the Council of June 10th, 1925,on the procedure to be followed in questions affecting the protection of minorities. The Council,on the proposal of its President, decided on January 23rd, 1931, in view of the fact that itsagenda was an extremely heavy one, to postpone this question to a later session.
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III. PROTECTION OF MINORITIES IN POLAND.

POSITION OF THE GERMAN MINORITY IN THE VOIVODIES OF SILESIA,

POZNAN AND POMORZE (POLAND).

(a) NOTES OF THE GERMAN GOVERNMENT OF1 NOVEMBER 27TH AND )DECEMBER 9TH, 1930.

(b) PETITION OF THE " DEUTSCHER VOLKSBUND OF JANUARY 7TH, 193i.

(c) NOTE OF THE GERMAN GOVERNMENT OF DECEMTBER 1 7TH, 1930.

The German Government, in three notes -- two referring to the position of the German
minority in the voivodie of Silesia and one to the situation in the voivodies of Poznan and
Pomorze - asked the League of Nations to consider certain facts and circumstances which
they deemed to be infractions of the provisions of the Polish Minorities Treaty, so far as the
voivodies of Poznan and Pomorze were concerned, and of the Polish-German Convention relating
to Upper Silesia of May 15th, 1922, so far as the voivodie of Silesia was concerned. The
" Deutscher Volksbund " also submit:ted a petition concerning the voivodie of Silesia. The

contentions embodied in these various documents were to the effect that the German minority,
during the elections which had taken place in Poland in November 1930, had by various
means been prevented from freely electing its representatives, either by attacks on the free
exercise of electoral rights or by attacks on the personal property of members of the minority
calculated to create a state of terror. The Polish Government in a note dated January 6th,
1931, submitted a whole series of considerations to explain -that this decrease in the
parliamentary representation of the minority was due to causes which were unconnected
with those mentioned by the German Government.

The Council, at its meeting of January 19th, 1931, in adopting its final agenda, decided to
examine simultaneously the questions dealt with in these various documents. The meetings
held on January 21st were entirely devoted to statements by the representatives of Germany
and Poland explaining their respective views.

The Council, on January 24th, adopted a report presented by the representative of Japan.
The report dealt separately with the attacks on the free exercise of electoral rights properly
speaking and the attacks on the persons and property of members of the minority. As regarded
the free exercise of electoral rights, it expressed the view that the Council would be wise to
avoid taking any decision on 'the substance of the information which had been supplied to it
as these questions, according to the explicit declaration contained in the petition of the
" Deutscher Volksbund ", formed the subject of claims addressed to the national judicial
authorities and as the petitioner expressly reserved the right to submit a special petition on this
subject to the Council. As to the voivodies at Poznan and Pomorze, the Rapporteur thought
that the Council might well assume that events would take a similar course.

Turning to the attacks on the persons and property of members of the minority, the
Rapporteur continued as follows:

" I should now like to consider the second element in the question - namely, that
relating to the attacks alleged to have been made on the persons and property of members
of the minority. The ' Volksbund ' petition gives a detailed account of 255 cases of this
kind. I do not think I should now enter upon a detailed consideration of these cases. No
one has denied that attacks of this kind took place and that such attacks were sufficiently
serious and widespread to justify the conclusion that there was, in numerous cases, an
infringement of Articles 75 and 83 of the Geneva Convention. I would add, moreover,
that the Polish Government at once opened an enquiry into this matter. These are the
first points which the Council should note.

"But, as the representative of Germany said in his speech before the Council, the
decisive factor in this matter is the attitude of the authorities. In this connection, I shall
venture to draw a distinction between what I might call direct responsibility and indirect
responsibility in the matters with which we are concerned. As to direct responsibility
- the Polish Government has informed us that all the cases mentioned in the ' Volksbund
petition have been the subject of thorough enquiry. We are told that, as a result of those
enquiries, 125 cases were brought before the courts, that in 28 cases the Public Prosecutor
of the Republic instituted proceedings and that in 10 of -these the competent courts have
already pronounced judgment. It is stated that disciplinary action has been taken against
17 officials and that 9 have been reprimanded. In 83 cases of minor importance, the enquiry
is still in progress. In 41 cases, the authorities have, for various reasons, had to stop the
proceedings. I think that the Council might take note of this series of measures adopted
by the Polish Government. Further, the Council will desire to receive from the Polish
Government, before its next session, a complete and detailed statement of the results of
the enquiries ordered in these different cases and also of any penalties imposed and measures
for compensation that may have been taken in consequence of these enquiries.

" Iam fully aware of the particularly delicate character of anything relating to indirect
responsibilities. I should like in the first place to emphasise the great importance that,
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in regions like the voivodie of Silesia, should be attached - in the interest, not only of
internal consolidation, but also of international peace - to the avoidance of anything
that might directly or indirectly help to excite men's minds or arouse passion. It is obvious
that, for the authorities, this involves responsibilities and obligations which are particularly
heavy and which demand of them a scrupulous respect for the rights of minorities and a
broad spirit of understanding.

" In particular, it is essential that the authorities, whoever they may be - and the
mnore hiahly placed the authority, the more imperious its obligation - should not in any
case be sspected of taking part in political struggles, particularly when these struggles
assume a minority character. Further, the documents which have been submitted to the
Council and the discussions which have taken place at this session lead to the impression
that the association called the ' Insurgents' Union ' is actuated y a spirit which is
certainly not calculated to facilitate a rapprochement between the two elements of a
population whose reconciliation is one of the conditions of the political consolidation of
that part of Europe. It is obvious -that, in regions like Upper Silesia, with a mixed popu-
lation, no association with an accentuated national tendency should enjoy a privileged
position of such a kind as to prejudice the interests of a minority. It is therefore desirable
that, in order to achieve this aim and in the absence of other means, the Polish Government
should take the steps required to remove any special connection that might exist between
the authorities and associations engaged in political activities, such as the association just
referred to. It is, in any case, essential that the German minority in the voivodie of Silesia
should regain that feeling of confidence which, unfortunately, seems to have been profoundly
shaken, but without which it would be impossible to establish between the minority and the
State that co-operation whih, in the treaties and the resolutions of the Assembly and the
Council of the League of Nations, constitutes a duty equally imperious for the State and
for the minority concerned. The Council will certainly desire to be informed, in due time
before its next session, of any decisions which the Polish Government mav have felt right
to take in this matter."

When the report had been adopted, the representative of Great Britain, as President of the
Council, congratulated the Rapporteur, the Council, and particularly the two members most
closely concerned upon the results achieved. He declared his satisfaction that the system of
the protection of minorities, which formed part of the public law of Europe and of he world,
had been so firmly upheld by the Council. He declared that questions concerning the application
of the Minorities Treaties were not national but international questions. He appealed to the
majority in Upper Silesia to recognise that it was not in their true interests to suppress the rights
of the minority and he appealed also to the minority to recognise that it was in their true interests
to work loyally with the Government under which they lived. He concluded by expressing hisconviction that the case under consideration marked the beginning of a new effort to give final
shape to the system set up by the Minority Treaty of 1919 and the Upper Silesia Treaty of 1922.

The Polish Government, in conformity with the wish expressed by the Council, forwarded,
in a letter dated May 14th, 1931, a statement of the measures and decisions taken as a result
of the incidents under consideration. The first part of the statement, to which five sub-annexes
were attached, contained a sum1 mary of -the measures adopted and detailed particulars according
to districts as to each of the cases of violence which had been brought to the notice of the Council.
The second part of the statement, to which five sub-annexes were also attached, explained the
situation in the voivodie of Silesia and referred to general measures which the authorities had
decided to take in order to encourage the pacific collaboration of all elements of the Silesian
population.

The Council again dealt with this question at its meeting of May 23rd, 1931.
In the course of this meeting, when the Council was about to examine a draft report,

presented by the representative of Japan, thle representative of Germany asked that the question
should be adjourned to the next session of the Council on the ground that the latest Polish
information had been communicated to the members of the Council after the beginning of the
session and that he had not had time to study this information and was not in a position toform a definite judgment in regard to it. This proposal gave rise to an exchange of views, during
which certain members of the Council, particularly the representative of Poland, raised objections
to adjourning the question. Finally, at the suggestion of the representative of Great Britain,
acting as President of the Couancil for the examination of this question, the Council decided to
adjourn its examination of the report presented by the representative of Japan to its next
session, to be held in Septembler.

IV. PROTECTION OF MINORITIES IN UPPER SILESIA.

A. POINTS 3 AND 4 OF THE REPORT PRESENTED BY THE REPRESENTATIVE OF JAPAN TO THE
COUNCIL ON DECEMBER 15TH, 1928, REGARDING ENTRIES TO THE MINORITY SCHOOL

IN THE VOIVODIE OF SILESIA.

During the meeting held on September 9th, 1930, the Rapporteur for minorities
questions reminded the Council that on June 12th, 1929,1 he had informed it that

1 See Official Journal, 1929, Special Supplement, No. 75, page 235.
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the German and Polish Governments, as signatories of the Geneva Convention for Upper
Silesia, had not succeeded, in the negotiations undertaken with a view to settling a certain
number of points of interpretation of the Convent ion, in reaching a settlement of the
points under consideration regarding (a) the obligation imposed on persons responsible
for the education of children belonging to the minority to appear personally when ent.ering
their children for the minority school, and (b) the setting-up of special enroiment
committees for minority schools.

The Council, in respect of point (b), confined itself, on the proposal of its Rapportelr, to
noting the opinion of three jurists appointed by the President of the Council -- namely,
Professor Burckhardt (of the University of Berne), Sir William Malkin (of the British
Foreign Office) and M. Buero (Legal Adviser to the Secretary-General of the League of
Nations). According to tlhe opinion of these lawyers, of which the Council had been informed
by its Rappor-teur on March 9th, 1929, the existence of special enrolment committees was

not contrary to Article 131 of the Convention. The committees, however, should abstain
from exercising any pressure on the person making the declaration or from taking any

measures of verification in regard to declarations relating to the language of the child.
The Council agreed with its Rapporteur that point (a) might be regarded as satisfactorily

settled, owing to a decision just taken by the Polish Government. The Polish Government,
taking into account the opinion of the jurists, had decided that the provision making compulsory
the personal appearance of persons responsible for the education of children before the enrolment
committees should not in future be applied.

B. APPEALS ADDRESSED TO THE COUNCIL UNDER ARTICLES 149 AND FOLLOWING OF THE

GERMANO-POLISH CONVENTION OF MAY 15TH, 1922.

1. Appeal from the " Deulscher Volksbund " concerning the Non-renewal of the Contracts of
Thirty-two Doctors by the Management of the "Spolka Bracka " at Tarnowskie- Gory .

The Council, on September 9th, 1930, was informed by its Rapporteur for minorities

questions that the Polish Government had intimated that, while wholly main-taining its previous
point of view, it had decided in the interests of conciliation to accept the opinion given by the
President of the Mixed Commission for Upper Silesia on June 30th, 1929. The "Spolka Bracka"
had accordingly been invited by the competent authorities to conform with the conclusions

of that opinion. The Rapporteur had, in these circumstances, considered that the appeal no
lonoer served any useful purpose and that the examination of the question by the Committee
of Jurists appointed by the Council at its meeting on May 15th, 1930, had accordingly become
unnecessary.

The representative of Germany hoped that, for reasons of humanity and out of regard
for the circumstances of the doctors concerned, account would be taken of the opinion of the
Mixed Commission with as little delay as possible. The representative of Poland declared that
the Polish authorities would do their utmost, but that the possibilities of accelerating matters
were limited since the legal proceedings had not yet been terminated.

The Council adopted the conclusion of the Rapporteur and noted the declarations of the
representatives of Germany and Poland.

2. Appeal of the " Deutscher Volksbund " concerning the Non-admission to the Minority Schools

for the School Year 1929-30 of Sixty Children formerly examined by the Educational
Expert, M. Maurer.

The Council adjourned this question on September 9th, 1930, and resumed its consideration

at its meeting on September 27th, 1930. On that occasion the Rapporteur alluded to the
previous history of the question and explained the present situation to the Council. The
Polish authorities, not accepting the opinion of the President of the Mixed Commission given in

the course of the local proceedings, had refused admission to the minority school, which had
again been requested, for sixty children among the eight hundred who, as a result of the
language examinations instituted by the Council, had been previously transferred to the
Polish schools owing to an insufficient knowledge of the minority language. The Polish

Government considered that -the resolution of the Council of March 12th, 1927, was to be
interpreted in the sense -that the results of the language examinations were to be regarded as
permanent and final.

As this question raised serious legal difficulties, the Council adopted the proposal of the
Rapporteur that the Permanent Court of International Justice should be asked for an advisory
opinion both on the specific question forming the subject of the appeal of the " Deutscher
Volksbund" and upon certain aspects, not yet settled, of the question of principle concerning
the right of entry to minority schools in Upper Silesia. It was decided that the Rapporteur,
in agreement with the German and Polish Governments as signatories of the Convention of

May 15th, 1922, relating to Upper Silesia, should draft the text of the questions on which the
advisory opinion of the Court would be asked. It was understood that these questions would be
submitted to -the Council at its next session.

The Rapporteur, on January 24th, 1931, informed the Council that, as a result of his
conversations with the representatives of the two Governments, it had been judged preferable
to keep for the moment to the special question of the sixty children whose admission -to the

minority schools for the 1929-30 school year had been requested upon a declaration, according

1 See Official Journal, 1930, Special Supplement, No. 84, page 283.
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to the prescriptions in force, thaf their language was German, but whose admission had been
refused because the President of the Mixed Commission, as a result of the tests instituted by
the Council on March 12th, 1927, had decided upon their exclusion. It was understood that
the other aspects of the question would be examined when it was thought advisable.

The Council, as a result of the declaration of the Rapporteur, decided, upon his proposal,
to ask the Permanent Court to give an advisory opinion on the following question:

" Can the children who were excluded from the German minority schools on the
basis of the language tests provided for in the Council's resolution of March 12th, 1927,
be now, by reason of this circumstance, refused access to these schools ? "
The Council, at its meeting on May 23rd, 1931, noted the opinion of the Court delivered

on the 15th of that month in the following the o terms:
" The Court, by 11 votes to 1, is of opinion :
" That the children who were excluded from the German Minority Schools on the

basis of the language tests provided for in the Council's resolution of March 12th 1927,
cannot now, by reason of this circumstance, be refused access to these schools. "
The Rapporteur proposed that the Council should decide that tht e sixty children in question

should be transferred without delay to the minority schools to which their admission had been
requested. The Council, however, decided, on the proposal of the representative of Poland,
to adjourn the examination of the question to its next session. The Polish representative
observed tha he opinion of the of Court had been communicated to the Council only after the
beginning of the session and that he had not had time to study the arguments urged in support
of it.

3. Appeal of the "Deutscher Volksbund " of September 17th, 1930, concerning the Non-admission
of the Child Anna Berger to the Minority School.

Owing to difficulties arising in respect of declarations made by Mme. Berger concerning
her nationality and the language of her child, the latter, contrary to the heopinion expressed
by the President of the Mixed Commission, has not been admitted to the minority school.

At the meeting of the Council held on January 24th, 1931, the Rapporteur, without
going into certain questions of principle raised by the Polish Government, pointed out that
in the present case the Council was not concerned with a change of declaration, but in
ascertaining the real meaning and significance of Mme. Berger's statements to the Polish
administrative authorities, in regard to which misunderstandings had certainly arisen.

Finally, the Rapporteur informed the Council that the Polish Government, in view of
the fact that the system of requiring persons responsible for the education of a child to appear
personally before the authorities had been suppressed, had intimated that, for reasons of
equity, the child Berger would be transferred to the Holdunow minority school, provided
Mme. Berger submitted a fresh application to that effect. As that application could now be
submitted in writig, the Council, endorsing the view of its Rapporteur, considered that there
was no reason to fear tr hat any fresh misunderstanding would arise, and confined itself to
noting the statement of the Polish Government.

4. Appeal of the " Deutscher Volksbund " of August 9th, 1930, concerning the Case of M. Paul
Michalik.

This appeal arose out of the refusal of the Polish authorities to grant an application
made by M. Michalik with a view to obtaining the allocation of a hectare of land in the
colonisation of the commune of Studzionka. On January 24th, 1931, the Rapporteur drew
the Council's attention to certain information given by the Polish Government. It appeared,
among other things, that, after the President of the Mixed Commission had given his opinion
on this question, the Land Office had offered M. Michalika lot which he, however, had
refused to accept. The Council, considering that the Polish Government had satisfactorily
taken the request of the petitioner into account, noted the information received.

5. Appeal of the " Deutscher Volksbund " of August 8th, 1930, concerning the Case of M. Paul
Besuch.

The petitioner maintained that the decision to dismiss M. Besuch from his post as meat
inspector, which was the subject of the appeal, had been taken solely on the ground that he
belonged to the German minority. The President of the Mixed Commission, in conformity
with the request of the petitioner made during the local proceedings, invited the competent
authority to communicate to him the files of the Rybnik Starostie relating to the dismissal.

The Voivode refused to forward these files on the ground that they were intended
solely for the use of the Administration, and contained no information with regard to
the facts other than that already communicated t;o the President of the Mixed Commission.
The latter thereupon expressed the opinion that the competent authority was bound to
communicate to him the files of the Starostie relating to the dismissal of the meat inspector,
and that, pending this communication, any further examination of the petition would not
be possible.

The Polish Government considered that the appeal submitted by the petitioner was not
receivable, since the opinion of the President of the Mixed Commission did not concern the
relations between the petitioner and the authorities, but only between the authorities and
the President of the Mixed Commission.
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In these circumstances, in accordance with the report submitted by the Rapporteur
on January 24th, 1931, the Council considered that it was not in a position to express any
opinion on the question whether the dismissal of M. Besuch was contrary to the Geneva
Convention. It decided to adjourn the question of procedure respecting the communication
of the documents requested by the President of the Mixed Commission, expressing the hope
that it would be settled by common agreement between the President and the competent
authority in a manner appropriate to the circumstances.

The Council was subsequently informed by a letter dated May 4th, 1931, from the
Permanent Delegate of Poland, that the Polish Government had agreed with the Chairman of
the Mixed Commission on a practical solution of the controversy relating to procedure. The
Council, in adopting the final agenda of its 63rd session, decided on May 18th, 1931, on the
proposal of its Rapporteur, to remove this item from the list and expressed its satisfaction at
the agreement that had been reached.

C. PETITIONS SUBMITTED IN CONFORMITY WITH ARTICLE 147 OF THE GERMANO-POLISH

CONVENTION RELATING TO UPPER SILESIA OF MAY 15th, 1922.

1. Petition of the " Deutscher Volksbund " of November 14th, 1929, concerning the Withdrawal
from M. Otto Ochmann of Permission to plead before the Lubliniec Kreis Court.

The Council, at its meeting of May 15th, 1930, adjourned the examination of this question.'
The Rapporteur for minorities questions informed the Council on September 9th, 1930,

that the Polish Government had intimated that M. Ochmann, following a new request, had
in the meantime obtained, by a decision of the president of the Kattowitz district court,
authorisation to plead before the Lubliniec court.

The German representative hoped that it would be possible to compensate M. Ochmann
for the losses which he had suffered. The Polish representative declared that he could give
no reply to this request before this aspect of the question had been examined. The Council
considered that the question raised in the petition had been satisfactorily settled and declared
its examination of the matter to be terminated, noting the declarations made by the
representatives of Germany and Poland.

2. Petition of Mme. Pauline Sock of September 5th, 1930, relating to the Admission of her Son
to the Minority School at Ruda (Voivodie of Silesia), and to Administrative and Judicial
Measures taken against her for infringing School Laws.

The Council, on January 24th, 1931, adopted the conclusions of a report in which its
Rapporteur, observing that, according to information given by the Polish Government, the
question of the admission of the child Sock to the minority school had been satisfactorily
settled, declared that the circumstances of the case appeared to justify the decision taken
by the Polish Government to grant the petitioner generous pecuniary compensation. The
Rapporteur added that the representative of Poland would keep him informed as to the effect
given to their decision by the Polish authorities.

3. Petition of M. Johann Wiesner of August 14th, 1930, concerning in particular the Dismissal
of M. Wiesner and Five Other Employees, Members of the German Minority, by the
Management of the "K6nigs- und Laurahiitte ".

The petition referred to the two following questions : (a) Irregularities and delays alleged
to have taken place at the time of the elections to the Employees Committee of the Richter
pit of the United Konigs- und Laurahutte in 1927 and 1928, and (b) the dismissal of the
petitioner and that of five other employees of the Richter pit. These questions had been
the subject of a petition from M. Wiesner which had been submitted to the Council on
January 15th, 1930. The Council had then decided, that the matter should be dealt with
in accordance with the local procedure instituted under Articles 149 and following of the
Geneva Convention.

The Council, on January 24th, 1931, agreed as to point (a) with its Rapporteur that,
if the petitioner were not satisfied with the solution given to the question by the Polish
authorities, who had accepted the view of the President of the Mixed Commission that the
irregularities and delays in question could not be regarded as constituting an infraction of
Article 75 of the Geneva Convention, he should not have addressed a direct petition to the
Council under Article 147 of the Convention, but should have lodged an appeal in accordance
with the terms of Articles 149 and following.

In regard to point (b), the Rapporteur observed that the President of the Mixed
Commission had declared himself incompetent, owing to the judicial character of the decision
in question. The petitioner had thus been able to address a petition to the Council under
Article 147 of the Geneva Convention. The Council confined itself to noting the observations
of the Polish Government, considering that the allegations made by the petitioner did not
prove that his dismissal had been due to the fact that he belonged to the German minority.

1 See Official Journal, 1930, Special Supplement, No. 84, page 283.
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4. Petition from Dr. Prince von Pless of January 71h, 1931, concerning the Situation of His
Father's Property in the Voivodie of Silesia.

The Rapporteur for minorities questions having been informed by the representative
of Poland that the petitioner and the Polish authorities were in direct negotiation, the Council
decided, on January 24th, 1931, on the Rapporteur's proposal, to adjourn its examination
of the question to the next session.

The permanent delegate of Poland accredited to the League of Nations informed the
Council, in a letter dated May 19th, 1931, that the competent Polish authorities were examining
the points raised by the taxes imposed on the properties of the Prince de Pless which were the
subject of the petition under consideration. He added that, as this examination would necessitate
very detailed enquiries, the Polish Government had suspended until July 15th, 1931, all measures
to collect the taxes in arrears. He concluded by saying that the examination in question would
be conducted in a spirit of the utmost consideration towards the person concerned.

The Council in these circumstances decided on May 23rd, 1931, on the proposal of its
Rapporteur, to note the communication of the Polish Government and to adjourn the considera-
tion of the question to its next session, expressing the hope -that the Polish Government would
inform it of the result of the examination in progress before its next session.

The representative of Germany, in consenting to the adjournment of the question, expressed
the hope that, in conformity with the declarations made by the Polish Government in its letter
to the Secretary-General, the negotiations would be conducted in the spirit there described,
and that, until the Council had again examined the question, no modification in the legal
situation would be made.

The representative of Poland declared, in accepting the report, that he had nothing to
add to the written declaration of the Polish Government.

V. PROTECTION OF MINORITIES IN ROUMANIA.

PETITIONS FROM THE REPRESENTATIVES OF THE DESCENDANTS OF THE FORMER
SZEKLER (HUNGARIAN) FRONTIER GUARD REGIMENT.

The question forming the subject of these petitions was placed on the agenda of the Council
at the suggestion of the representatives of Persia, Great Britain and Norway, members of the
Minorities Committee which, in conformity with the resolution of October 25th, 1920, had
examined these petitions and the observations upon them of the Roumanian Government.

The permanent delegate of Roumania accredited to the League of Nations informed the
Council, in a letter dated May 15th, 1931, that his Government, wishing to find a friendly
solution of the question under consideration, had -appointed a Commission with instructions
to negotiate with the signatories of the petitions and to study possible methods of settling it
by a compromise.

The Council, in these circumstances, at the request of the Roumanian Government, decided
on May 21st, .1931, on the proposal of its Rapporteur, to postpone the examination of this
question to its next session.

10.

MANDATES.

I. GENERAL QUESTIONS.

1. GENERAL CONDITIONS REQUIRED .FOR THE TERMINATION OF THE MANDATE REGIME
IN A TERRITORY UNDER MANDATE.

The Council, on January 13th, 1930, having been notified of a proposal of the British
Government to terminate the British mandate for Iraq and to recommend that Iraq should
be admitted to the League of Nations in 1932, requested the Permanent Mandates Commission
to study the problem of the conditions to be fulfilled before a mandate might be brought to
an end in a mandated territory. The Mandates Commission began its examination of the
problem during its nineteenth session held in November of that vear. The poin:t arose whether
-the Council had intended -to consult the Commission merely on the general problem of the
cessation of a mandate, or whether on the contrary the problem was to be studied in the light
of the special case on which the question had arisen.

The Council, on January 22nd, 1931, intimated that the Commission should undertake
a general study of the problem. It desired advice as to the fundamental and general conditions


